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WITH MURDER.

MEXICANS

MOLUGODDLES

General
Defends National
Guard Members

Adjutant

DUDLEY FINDS

MO

EVIDENCE

Four Men Arrested in Hu
chinson, Kansas, Therefore Released.
was

R. A. Ford

Adjutant. General

emphatic this forenoon in saying that
Press disdespite the Associated
National
the
that
patch yesterday
Guard would not take part in the
war maneuvers of the regular army in
.future on account of the failure of
the Massachusetts militia to stand the
strenuousness of the recent maneuvers in Massachusetts, the Xew Mexico militia will take part in the maneuvers next year. The members
of the National Guard of New Mexico
are not mollycoddles he said and they
will take everything that is coming
to them and the regulars in the maneuvers next year. The strictures of
Ihe war department apply only to the
Massachusetts militia and will make
lit merely optional with the militia
maneuvers or whether it will choose
maneuvers or whethe rit will choose
other and lighter duties. As for the
"New Mexico militia, it will take part
in the war maneuvers with the regu-

lars.

Pablo Martinez,
and Kills Sheepman
Lumberton.

Shoots

-

who went to Hutchinson, Kansas, to
"hunt down clues in the recent Hatton
murder between Santa Rosa and Los
--

Tanos, telegraphed Captain Fornoff
of the mounted police, that no substantiating evidence had been found
and that the four suspects under
at Hutchinson, Kansas, have been
released. The authorities are completely baffled and now seem certain
that the murderer or murderers are
Santa Rosa.
District Court.
In district court, before Judge
in chambers, this forenoon, the
case of Duran vs. Gallegos, involving
important water rights on the
in southeastern Rio Arriba county, was being heard. It will take several days to hear all of the witnesses.
Suit was filed this forenoon by
Catron &, Catron, in the district court
for Santa Fe county for the First. National bank against W. S. Hopewell
to recover on a note for $125 with
Interest from April 7, 1908. The other
signer to the note was J. H. Kirby.
Judge John R. McFie today signed
judgment in the case of C. E. Potts
Drug Company vs. J. I. Rawson of
Estancia, for $963.39. The goods of
Kavvson, who conducted a drug store,
have been attached and their sale has
been ordered by the court. Judgment
was granted by default as there was
no defense.
Fossiliferous Rocks in Rio Grande
ar-Te-

,

Mc-Pl- e

ELK

at

RETURNS

THESEQUOfAS

News has just reached Santa Fe
that on lust Monday at Lumberton, Rio
Arriba county, a serious shooting affair took place resulting In the death
of .lose Trujillo a prominent and re
spected sheepman. The shooting took
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Three Days Rest Young Woman DriFrom All Speech ven to Distraction
by Rumors

Making
EIGHT

HOURS

STAGE

IS

DENIED

Dispenses With Cavalry Es Brother Does Not Think She
Met Duke of Abruzzi
cort But Takes Along
in Europe.
John Muir.
El Portal, Calif., Oct.
ing here at seven a. m..
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Valley.

series of red rocks occurring in
the Rio Grande valley between Santa
Fe and Rincon, N. M., and carrying
abundant fossil remains are described
in a bulletin (No. 389) just issued by
the United States Geological Survey.
These rocks are known to geologists
as the Manzano group and the fossils
they contain show that they are of
Pennsylvania (upper Carboniferous)
age. The stratigraphy is ,.&iscussed
by Willis T. Lee, who gives a number
of sections illustrating the character
and thickness of the beds making up
this group.
The fauna of these rocks is described by George H. Girty and includes
84 varieties, of which many are described for the first time. In addition
to the descriptions the bulletin con
tains several plates illustrating the
fossils, reproduced from photographs
A copy of this bulletin can be had
.free on application to the director of
the Geological Survey, Washington,
A

,

REVEALS
ATTACK OF MOORS.

'.Spanish Forces Repulse Onrush
Moslems After Half Hour's

of

Hot Fire.
Melilla, Oct. 7.' Searchlights of
the Spanish revealed a night attack
of the Moors last night. The attack
was repulsed after half an hour of
.'hot fire.
NEW MEXICO SHOULD
ADOPT CALIFORNIA WAY.
Oct. 7. Probate
San Francisco,
Judge Coffey today fixed the amount
of inheritance tax to be paid by the
widow of the late Claus Spreckles at
In a partial distribution .of
$97,631.
the estate three weeks ago, Mrs- Spreckles was allotted $3,370,884.
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The Sheldon hotel, which will be Mr
Taft s official headquarters is decor ordtr svs.
investigate the mo
ated from dome to sidewalk.
g
whjch
Wasnins(on dur.
Las Cruces Getting Ready.
ing the week of October 18.
Las Cruces, X. M., Oct, 7. Extensive preparations are being made for
the reception of President Taft on the
lfith
There
certainly be one of SENSATIONAL
the 1;irgest cr0wds at the depot when
his train arrlves that was ever mass-statut- e
ed in the valley. The transportation
committee is making arrangements
DENVER
for 1,000 people to go from Las Cruces
to El Paso for the meeting of the two
'

Saginaw, Mich., Oct. 7. Hotel bell
Doys in Micnigan no longer wm ue ailowed to carry drinks between the
bar and guest's rooms. There is a
making it an offense to hire
boys to do anything demoralizing to
character and hotel proprietors have
been notified that boys under 21 will
not be allowed to serve drinks.
Presidents.
Chief Wilkie at El Paso.
HOME RULE CAUSE
Ej Paso, Tex.. Oct. 7. John E.
NEEDS minainoial. aiu. wilkie, chief of the United
States
secret service uividiuh, ciiiiveu i ucs
to United
T. P. O'Conner Coming
day evening from the east on the
States to Explain Political
Golden State Limited and will remain
Situation.
here several days arranging the deLondon, Oct. 7 T. P. O'Conner tails for the protection of President
sails shortly for the United States Taft on the occasion of his visit here.
at the request of John E. Redmond, Chief Wilkie
together with secret
me insu ieaUfi, 10
Service Officer L. C. Wheeler, will
at situation to tne supporters oi u,e
commUtees on ar- wUh the
irish cause In America and appeal or
ment(J for the Taft.Diaz mpeting
funds to carry on the struggle for
them tfae a
home ride. The coming elections are
1
most
critical
regarded as one of the
periods in th efight.
Chief Wilkie, when seen at the St.
Regis, stated that he preferred not to
divulge any of the plans for protectIII
SAIOT
ing the President while he is in El
Paso. "The delicacy of our work and
our connection with the President
makes it impossible for me to give out
GALA ATTIRE any details of the arrangements," he
said.
The head of the secret service division was formerly a newspaper man
In Chicago, being on the police court
run there several years. He was
known as the best police reporter in
the city and he gained much of his
of the secret service work
while stationed at the Chicago police
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Cell Mates Held at

Bay for Two
Hours
CONFEDERAIEJEWED
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Industrial and

Com-

merce Parade the
Feature of Day

headquartevs.
HUNDRED

YK

PROGRESS
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BARS

Denver, Colo.. Oct. 7. Oscar E.
Droege, wanted for embezzlement in
New York, made a sensational escape
from the city jail early this morning
While a conferedate sawed through
the bars of the cell from the outside,
Droege held his cell mates at bay
with a revolver. A confederate stood
guard two hours preventing the cellmates from giving an alarm.
Droege Was an Embezzler.
New York. Oct. 7. Oscar E. Droege,
was steward and bookkeeper of the
New York State Sanitarium for
cipient tuberculosis . He disappeared
on June 1908, short ten thousand dol- lars in his accounts. A reward of $250
was offered for his capture.

HEADS PARADE
OF PRIESTS OF PALLAS. SHERIFF ROIBAL STRUCK
BY LIGHTNING.
of
Guest
Arctic
Kansas
City
Explorer
Thousands Gather to Witness
Sheriff Sylviano Roibal of Chamita,
Given a Luncheon Preliminary
Rio Arriba county, who is in Santa
to Delivering Lecutre.
Aeroplane and Balloon
Kansas City, Oct. 7. Cook, the Fe today, while at Tierra Amarilla
Flights. .
Arctic explorer, arrived here to lec- on Monday was struck by lightning
ture. He was given a luncheon and while on his way to the residence of
Read.
St. Louis, Oct. 7. Thousands of will head the flower parade of the District Attorney Alexander
spectators thronged the amphitheater Priests of Pallas, a commercial organ- He was stunned and was lying in the
road for almost an hour before he
in Forest park this morning to watch ization, this afternoon.
He then
recovered consciousness.
the aeroplane flights but Curtiss stealwent to Mr. Read's house and while
ing a march on his competitors made COLD WAVE ON
two trial flights at daybreak when not
WAY TO NEW MEXICO. still suffering from the effects of the
a dozen were present. .. The dirigible
shock, escaped without serious injury.
in High Pressure on Pacific Coast Indiballoons went up several times
Storm at San Marcial.
cates Rain and Drop of Temperapreparation for the formal tests toSan Marcial, N. M., Oct. 7. A
morrow. The industrial parade is a
ture in Southwest.
feature of the day's "celebration. IllusDenver, Oct. 7. High pressure on severe wind and electrical storm actrated by floats the progress of manu- the Pacific coast indicates rain and companied by a heavy rainfall passed
factures and commerce during the much cooler weather tonight through- - over the city and section. Several
hundred years since the incorporation ( out Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona trees were blown down, but otherof St. Louis, were shown.'
wise no serious damage was done.
and Wyoming.
COOK

$700,000 Proposition in Southern
Eddy County

present.

AIRgTdIICH

Benjamin stated that he waylaid the ALSO
LINE
gird as she was on her way home
from school last Monday. She repulsed his advances and he choked
her to death. He then fled through Will Reclaim 7,500 Acres in
the hills and was arrested on the ouRio Arriba County for
tskirts of this city. Extra precautions
$40,000. to guard the jail are being taken by
Sheriff Brown. Public feeling has
been inflamed by the confession and
The first water riuhts applications
threats of lynching are freely made. under the new law were approved by
The officers fear trouble before the Territorial Engineer Vernon J.. Sullivan today. The most important is
night ends.
Benjamin is about 22 years old and a $7i1D, (100 project in southern Eddv
'county just north of the Texas line.
faily well educated.
The body was found on a lonely The applicant is T. A. Ezell and his
mountain trail near Rumsey, over application was approved for fifteen
which the girl traveled on her way to second feet out of the Pecos to be
and from school. The body was ter- stored in a reservoir of llit.ouo acre
The clothing, even capacity, with which it is sought to
ribly mutilated.
to the stocking, had been torn away reclaim I.Otlfi acres and also to proand there was other evidences of the duce power for manufacturing purposes. The spillway is to have a cagirl's struggle with her assailant.
The corpse was found by her father, pacity of S.iiOO cubic feet per second
who went out to search for her when and the length of the main canal is
to be a little over four miles. The
she failed to return from school.
dam is to lie rockfill with concrete
Upon finding the body Gilmer hastened to Rumsey and spread the alarm. core.
Rio Arriba County Project.
Within a few minutes
searching Important
The application of the Atnargo
were
been
formed
had
and
parties
Ditch and Land
for sixty
scouring the hills and canons in all second feet out ofCompany
the Navajo river
directions.
in northern Rio Arriba county near
Lumberton, was approved. This is
POSTMASTER GENERAL
WILL BE SUMMONED.
there are several small storage reservoirs in the project. The cost is to
He and Other Notables Must Testify be
$40,000 and 7,a0 acres are to bo
at Indianapolis in Delevan Smith
reclaimed.
Work on the project
Libel Suit.
must be begun by April C, 1910, and
the water must be put to beneficial
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 7. Although use by April 6. 1914.
subpoenas have not yet been issued
Other Projects.
it is sure that many public men, inThe application of the Gila Farm
cluding Postmaster General Hitchcock. Company for one second foot out of
Norman E. Mack and representatives Duck Creek to be stored in a reservoir
of J. P. Morgan and Company will be of 490.2 acre feet for watering stock,
called on to testify at. the preliminary was approved. The project is to rehearing of Delevan Smith and C. R. place old works washed out by floods.
Williams, proprietors of the Indianu)- The application of R. L. Hurt for
olis News charged with criminal libel enough water out of Nogal canon to
in the Panama canal cases which will irrigate 17 acres was approved.
be held on Monday.
The application of .1. B. Neather-liof Artesia, for Eddy county, for
1
NO PRAIRIE DOGS
feet
second
from
Jennings
MISSING IN SANTA FE. Spring to irrigate 155 acres was approved.
W. Holman Killed Seventy ThouSeveral other applications
pendsand of Them in Southwest for
ing will be approved within the next
the Government.
few days, including that of the Pecos Irrigation Company to reclaim
Mansas, Mo., Oct. 7. More than 8,000 acres of land.
70,000 prairie dogs have been killed
throughout the southwest in eight FILINGS AT LAND
months by J. W. Holman, official govOFFICE NOT LARGE.
ernment poisoner. Holman expects
to double the death list of pests during
Monthly Report Shows That the
the winter. The government pays
Amount of Business Has Fallen
Holman a cent and a half each.
Off Considerably.
j

n
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BATTLE OF KING'S
MOUNTAIN ANNIVERSARY.

Escaped Prisoner Wanted
in New York for Embezzlement.

LOUIS

C.

SEARCHLIGHT

-

;

Therefore Michigan Hotel Bell Boys
Will No Longer Be Permitted to
Carry it to Guests.

i

IRRIGATION

Waylaid Fifteen Year Old School Girl
at Rumsey, palif., and Cruelly
Murder Her.

lter

RIDE; ENGAGEMENT

I

CHARACTER.

316

Wilbur
t'a!., (let.
Woodland,
Benjamin, a full blooded Indian, confessed louighl to i hi- - murder of Violft
(iilmiT, a fifteen year old schoolgirl,
whose body was found near Rumsey
whose body was foutui near Rumsey.
The confession was made to District
Attorney Anderson at the count v jail,
with Sheriff Brown and Coroner Ki-

Xew York, Oct. 7 Miss Katherine
After arrivPresident Taft; Klkins. accompanied by her mother
abandoned the railroad for the stase alul brothers arrived this morning.
Site refused to be interviewed but
coach and is traveling towrad the
nious grove of big trees. The Presi- one of the brothers stated that so far
dent has eight hours stage riding be as he knew she is not engaged to the
Fe.
fore he reaches Wawoma. where he Duke of the Abruzzi and did not believe
j will spend the
night before starting to the they had met in Europe (luring
FOG DAMPENS ENTHUSIASM
penetrate the Sequoia grove. Lunch- that, present trip. He said, however.
they might be engaged without
OF BASEBALL FANS, eon will be served today at Chinqua-- j
is
Miss Elkins is said
pin. The rest from the crowds for to beknowledge.
driven
to distraction by
almost
All
three days with no speeches to make
Completed
Arrangements
the rumors of her engagement, to the
of
First
for
until
he
Fresno
on
reaches
Smoky City
Sunday Duke.
Series.
afternoon, is expected to put the Presi-- i
dent in shape for the remainder of his
Pittsburg, Oct. 7. A dense fog holds trip. The President probably will APPEAL FOR MORE
CENSUS APPLICATIONS.
Pittsburg today and the army of base spend Friday night at Glacier point,
ball followers fear that weather con- returning to El Portal on Saturday and
ditions for (he first game of the resuming his journey to Ixis Angeles Lack of People Willing to Take Examinations for Positions at
world's series tomorrow will be un- on Sunday morning. John Muir acA portion of the Detroit
Washington.
favorable.
companied the President today. At the
team has arrived as have the members President's
a
the
of
escort
request,
Oct. 7. The civil
Washington,
of the National Commission who will
troop of cavalry has been dispensed service commission
seat
today sent out an- of
the
specuinvestigate
charges
with.
other
for
residents
cf distant
appeal
lation. A force of 250 police has been
Loving Cup for President.
on the
for
to
slates
a
apply
and
positions
to
the
assigned
grounds
patrol
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 7.- The citizens clerical
fnrpo nf Hio ('muni lim.oun
special train has been chartered to of El Paso will present to President
AttPnMon is
to the fact that
carry the teams and newspapermen
c.u
i iuv- - dis(ant stateg
wiU fail t0
probaUly
between Pittsburg and Detroit
on
,
,,. f
the ,
..
ing cup when they meet here
P.tchers Selected.
sixteen h. The cups will be ot solid
appointments unless more applicagold and w.ll be duplicates tions ar(, mfue for the examimltion
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 7. It Is prob- able that Mullin will hold down the Each will bear the coat of arms of U) ,)e heW 0(:tober
Appoinlnients.
slab for Detroit in the first, game of both Mexico and the United States
be by terms of from six montha
.
.
U t
the world's series, while Ames, recruit- and inscriptions.
K..larv tf1
John E. Wilkie, chief of the Tinted be $fi00
ed a year ago from the Denver team,
annum and
01)lotion to
arrived last at ,eagt ?fj00 for those who remler
of the Western League, will pitch for States secret service,
Pittsburg. Weather predictions are night and with his lieutenant, L C satisfactory service. A majority of
fair for tomorrow. The umpires will Wallace, is in consultation with local
appointments from the ,.,
of Juarez and El Paso.
;
,n, i.'ir luauc ,,.
be selected at a meeting of the Nationi.tfS
will
uctn
The work of decorating the city has A ml .Ndiniuaiiuii
al commission tomorrow morning.
and August, 1910.
of
of
the
and
the
begun
flags
display
P. Havlick. superintendent
two nations will be most elaborate. of Joseph
mails
at
Denver, has been chosen
STRONG DRINK

DEMORALIZES

M

7.

Pablo Martinez a man of a vicious and
notorious record.
During the dance,
Martinez appeared and drawing a
revolver fired point blank at his victim killing him instantly. In the
confusion
that followed, Martinez
made good his escape and up to present reports has not been arrested.
This is not. the first trouble that Martinez has been in as four years ago
he was sent to the penitentiary having been found guilty of assault on
J. M. Archuleta, Jr., with intent to
kill and ai the last term of court in
Rio Arriba county, he was indicted
for wife beating and other cruelties.
Trujillo, his victim, was a son of Mrs.
A large
Bebiana Baca de Trujillo.
number of relatives reside in Santa

Tru-eha- s

D- -

EDUCATED INDIAN CONFESSES HORRIBLE CRIME.

j

Dudley Finds No Evidence.Mounted Policeman W. E. Dudley

,

IISS

PRESIDENT AMONG

1

NO. 290
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BAD MAN WINDS UP

NEW

'I j jrk

11

Though the officials at the local lana
kept unusually busy
because of the necessity of preparing
Day is Being Observed With Festiv- the quarterly report in addition to tho
ities Throughout South Caroregular monthly report, the statement
for the month of September shows that
lina and Tennessee.
the number of applications for homeas have
7.
Oct.
N.
Charlotte,
C,
King's stead entries had decreased,
Mountain day, in commemoration of also other filings.
There were eighty-on- e
original
the battle of King's Mountain in the
revolution when the British were de- homestead applications for 12,375.3:1
feated, is being celebrated throngh-ou- t acres and 39 orisinal homestead applications under the three hundred and
South Carolina and Tennessee.
twenty acre act of February 1909, the
latter being for 9,218.54 acres. But
one soldier's additional application
was made, that being for 3.20 acres.
Seven final homestead
proofs were
made, covering 1120 acres and there
were fifty commuted homestead proofs
FOR DIVORCE for 7,916.70 acres. The report alsrc
shows 17 desert applications for
acres and seven excesses for
5.12 acres.
office have been

I BHIE

JAMES

SUES

Seems Rather Incon
gruous on Part of

FESTIVAL DAYS
CONTINUE AT HARVARD.

Author

Representatives of
tions of Learning Formally

Visiting

ited Today to New President.
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 7. The representatives of all the great institutions of learning in the world, having
particpated in.. the. induction to office
of President Lowell of Harvard, were
formally presented to the new president and the faculty of Harvard today.
A number of addresses were made. A
dinner will be given tonight in honor
of the representatives by the president and fellows of Harvard.

i
Perfect

With
Agreement
of
Wife Gave Grasp
the
Feminnie Character.

7. Announcement
Oct.
London,
from London that James M. Barrie,
author and playwright, has petitioned
for a separation from his wife, created much comment here. Barrie
has a wonderful grasp of the feminine
character as shown in his books and
plays. He was always supposed to have
been inspired by his perfect agreement with his wife and the idea of
divorce coupled with the author of
"When, a Man's Single," and "What
Every Woman Knows," is regarded as
decidedly incongruous.

InstituCred-

SPANISH

!

REVOLUTIONISTS
SCATTERED BY POLICE.

Paris, Oct. 7. The police today
broke up a gathering of Social Revolutionists who assembled before the
Spanish embassy to protect, against
the trying of Farrer, the leader of the
Barcelona Revolutionists by court martial. They later paraded the streets
carrying banner reading: "The monks
want the head of Farrer."
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The Big Store

THE
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ROUND UP.
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THURSDAY,

FOOT EASE

powder to be shaken into the
shoes. If you have tired, aching feet,
Foot-Ease- .
It rests the
HIS UNLUCKY DAY.
try Allen's
News.)
(Chicago
feet and makes new or tisht shoes
Wunst I sot mad at maw,
easy. Cures aching, swollen, hot
1
dou't remember why,
I
off
to school sweating feet. Relieves corns and bunCut
'ist walked right
ions of all pain and gives rest and
Thout tellin' her good-by- .
comfort. Try it .today. Sold by all
A big el' lump came in my throat
druggists and shoe stores, 25c. Don't
An' purr' near made me cry,
accept any substitute. For FREE trial
For me an' maw is awful pals
package, also Free Sample of the Foot-Ea.
good-byAn' alius kiss
a new invenSanitary Corn-Pad- ,
Allen
S. Olmsted, Le Roy,
address
tion,
I did
An' might' near ever-thinX. Y.
Went wrong, looked like to me;
I stubbed my toe, an' tore my waist,
An' fell and skinned my knee.
stantly improved since he left Paterson. When interviewed last even"1 feel better than I
I missed in 'rithmetic, an' lost
ing, he said:
A clianst to git up head,
have for twelve months." At one
An' in the spellin' class I left
time during Mr. Gateway's absence,
A letter out ot "dead.
was received by Mrs.
a telegram
Gailaway asking her to come on to
An' that ol' lump growed, an' I says: Santa Fe at once.
"S'pose if my maw should die
Some thought that this was a bad
her
Right now, an' me
omen and that Dr. Gailaway had
'Thout kissin' her good-by.- "
taken a turn for the worse, but this
was not so. He was very enthusiastic
mornin'
Gee! That's the longes'
about the scenery around Santa Fe,
'At I ever spent, I know.
Xew Mexico, where he stopped pracIt seemed like more'n fifty years
tically all the time. "The scenery
'Fore it was time to go.
is beautiful,"
he said, "and the air
is delightful. Santa Fe is 7,000 feet
An' never mind what happened
above the sea level and the air is
When I seen my maw, but I
exhilarating. Imagine ten Garret rocks
"1st bet I won't go 'way no more
.
picked on top of each other and you
good-byher
Thout kissin'
wm et. some estimate ot tne Height ot
Santa Fe.
M.
F.
Dr.
Officer
Health
Appointed
"I spent the first two weeks of my
Desmaraii,, county school superintendent of San Miguel county, has been triii with Dr. Shaw at Denver, where
the
appointed health officer for Las Ve- we attended the meetings of
of Presbytrians.
general assembly
ga
We left Paterson together on May
Have to Work on the Streets
Gutierrez and Juan Romero 17 and stayed together throughout
were sentenced to eight days' work on the entire convention, which we found
the streets at Las Vegas for drunken- very helpful.
ness.
"After leaving Denver I journeyed
Berger Named U. S. Commissioner to Santa Fe. Mrs. Gailaway was with
Chief Justice W. J. Mills has ap- me one week. At Santa Fe I met a
pointed Colonel W. M. Berger of Belen, l)iother of Sydney W. Probert, prinU. S. court commissioner in Valencia
cipal of public school Xo. 13. He had
county.
a bank at Taos, which is quite
opened
Marriage License Issued At- - Las near Santa Fe and had come into Santa
Vegas yesterday marriage licenses Fe to interest a number of the properwere issued to Ricardo Medina and ty owners in his
project.
Ana Maria Herrera, and Xicasio
"I
also
some
met
relatives of the
Quintana and Rosaria Bowles.
Garret
late
Hohart
who were in
John
on
of
Jailed
Forgery
Charge
Santa Fe on a pleasure trip. I left
Calloway is in jail at Las Vegas on
the charge of forging the endorse- Santa Fe on Monday morning and had
ment of Dr. F. R. Lord on a check. a pleasant homeward trip. I came
directly to Paterson, stopping only at
The check was for $1G.
Found in Neighbor's Backyard C. Omaha for a few hours."
The members of the congregation
H. Kinkel of Las Vegas, who was
robbed on last Sunday at Albuquer- of the Third Presbyterian church'
que, found the stolen property wrap- have planned a rousing home welcome
ped in a newspaper in the backyard of for their pastor. Tomorrow, which'
will be observed as Rally day, will
a neighbor.
Voted School Bonds Logan, Quay be a day of rejoicing for the members
Dr. Gailaway
county, has voted $0,500 school bonds of the Third church.
for a new school building, the vote be- will preach at both the morning and
ing 57 to 2. The new building is to be evening services. There will be spectwo stories, with four rooms down- ial music by a large choir. The afternoon will be devoted to the Rally
stairs and three upstairs.
Delegates to Waterways Convention day exercises, roll call of the memMayor K. D. Goodall of Las Vegas bers of the Sunday school and review
has appointed S. B. Davis, Jr., J. S. of the year's work. In the evening
Duncan, Dr. J. M. Cunningham, H. W. special services will be held. There!
Kelly and A. A. Jones delegates to will be recitations, vocal and instru--l
the
Deep Water- mental solos and special anthems
byj
ways Convention.
the choir.
The first work Mr. Gateway will en
HAS GOOD WORD TO
ter upon will be the completion of the
FE.
SAY FOR SANTA
plans for the laying of the cornerstone of the church. The "ground has
for Rev. Joshua B. been excavated and
Big Reception
part of the walls
Gailaway, D. D.f Upon His Home
nave Deen erected and everything is i
Cominn to Paterson, N. J,
in readiness for the laying of the
cornerstone.
The announcement of
the time will probably be made
(Paterson Call.)
Rev. Joshua B. Gailaway, D. D., tomorrow. The trustees h?ve laand successfully
in
pastor of the Third Presbyterian bored long
church, who has been visiting in the securing plans and builders for the
west for the past few months, re- new church and all the work has
turned to Paterson late last evening. been going on with rapid strides. On
Dr. Gailaway left this city to take next Thursday evening the Harvest
a trip for the betterment of his Workers Society of the church will
health. For the past few years he tender a reception to Dr. Gailaway.
Dr. Gailaway predicted a busy and
has not been very well and his
friends have shown great anxiety fruitful season for the Third church.
"I feel like getting back into harness
concerning his health.
con- - again," he said, "and am
Dr. Gallaway's health has
Impatiently
waiting till the time comes when I
can resume my old duties. The church
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
will undoubtedly make advance steps
Lucas County ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that ' "lis taU and I take the responsibility
he is senior partner of the firm of F. for predicting a bright future for it.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
and State j
l the city of Toledo, County
aroresaia, ana mat said nrm win pay
the sum of OXE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Ca- 'arrh that cannot be cured by the us
&
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Telephone No 14b Red
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of DeMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
A

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903

!

j
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Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

st

WE HAVE THEM

g

--

KANTWEAROUT

HART
CLOTHES

SCHAFFNER & MARX

If you're interested in sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
tan do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, $25.(10, $27.50, $30.00 and $:!5.00.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

4.00 -- $6.00

PRICES
FROM

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

If you want a gocd pair of Sines
for the boy try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make

i

MEN OF FASHION WANT

& HERCULES BRAND

They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM

I

j

;

PO Box

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURY

THE LEADING

IN THE

HOUSE

Phone

36

DRY GOODS
CITY.

'

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

Win. FARAH

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 10b

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

te

store

In

Santa Fe.

E5SS3U

100 lbs Pansy Flour

$3.20

"

50 "

100"

1.60

Bobolink

$3.10

Lakes-to-the-Gu-

50"

1.55

We Give

register tickets
with all cash purchases.
Cash

Winter Grocery Co.
y
r.i.Hk...

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

B3B

CALL

Ap

m.

An

B22SS

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds , Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ehony
Goods.

S. Spitz

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

lea
la
A!so Good for Chickens

TRY OUR

SOLE AGENTS

PHARMACY
PHONE

NO 218

Grain,

Flour, Hay,

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
?SJVE?SiD

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

flftlllW COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

OUR GUARANTEE

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

PLANS & ESTIMATES
Famished on short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

You

ask
1U.

12 Vv

if

be tilled accurately, quickly and safely.

1

one-thir-

d

e

curative certainty, unless you know your druggist.
When your Doctor orders medicine of a comtl
pr' simple
HERE.
They will
nature, BRING ALL PRESCRIPTIONS

Ihe results will be all your

We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less "hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner-madwith same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.
1.

A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,

Builders and Contractors

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

MILK

D. M. HOOVER & SON

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

FRESH EGGS

Notary Public.

Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

i

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.

LEO HERSCH

Salt ani Seeds

i

cember,
(Seal)

FOR

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

lf

CREAM

A

International Stock Food

c in't know

ZOOK'S

rani

tor and yourself expect

C
HARDWARE CO.

ood-Bavj-

Phone
No 14

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

7,

1909.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Serial 03904.
Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior.
T
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Xew
Mexico. October 4. I99.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardo Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on October 5, T904, made Homestead Entry (Serial 0904), No. 8105,
for W
NE
NV
and E
Section 21, Township 17 X, Range
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
vhe 18th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Aiol-oni- o
Martinez, Simon ViveVash, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

WHAT PRESIDENT TAFT
SAID AT SPOKANE,

PAGE THREE

of satisfactorv irrigation than they
were when the projects were begun.
"I think it wise to apply to Congress for relief by urging the passage
of an enabling act which shall permit
the secretary of the interior to issue
bonds in the sum of $10.00H.0rto or
more to complete all the projects now
projected.
"These bonds should be redeemed
from the money paid into the reclamation funds after the completion of the
projects.
"From conversation with the
who have visited much of the
reclamation work and given an examination to its progress
infer that
such a proposal as this seems to
them to be the best way out of the
shall take
present difficulty, and
pleasure in recommending the passage
of such a remedial measure by the
next Congress.
one can visit this western
country without being overwhelmingly convinced of the urgent necessity
for the proper treatment of arid and!
semi-arilands by the extension of
systems of irrigation.

1

Santa Fe Who Has a Bad
New Mexico Military Institute
Back Can Ignore This Double
Text of His Reclamation Speech That
ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
Has Aroused Unusual Interest
Proof.
t
t
.,.!
West Point of the Southwest."
Does jour back ever ache?
Ths
Throughout the West.
'
'
Have you suspected your kidneys?
'
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Backache is kidney ache,
Army
RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Spokane, Wash., Oct. fi. Reclama1 "A." Inspectors
With it comes dizzy shells.
tion of the arid ami semi-arilands
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days,
by irrigation was discussed at length
Through Academic course, preparing young
in an address upon the conservation
Distressing urinary disorders.
men for college or for business
life. Great
Cure the kidneys to cure it all.
of the country's natural resources by
amount of open air work. Healihlets location
Doan's Kidney Pills bring quick re- President Taft, who was the guest of
of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
lief.
the people of Spokane and the Inland
n the beautiful
Pecos Valley-t- he
gardeo
Bring thorough, lasting cures.
Empire on September s. H'- - outlined
spot of the West at an e'evatloc of 3.700
You have read Santa Fe proof.
the government's policy regarding the
feet above sea level, sunshine every
Read now the Santa Fe sequel.
preservation of the national forests,
day, but
lute rain or snow during session.
Renewed testimony; tested by time. the disposition of water power sites
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon street, upon public lands and ihe disposition
gradut of coal, oil and
ates
from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "The
phosphate hinds owned
I gave in favor of Doan's by the government, and unreservedly
buildings, throughly furnished, heatod. lighted
and modern In all respects.
Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good indorsed the work of Gilford Pinchot,
and I now readily confirm every word head of the forestry department, and
REGENTS' E. A. Cahoon, President; W
I then said about them.
For four or Richard A. Ballinger, secretary of the
G, Hamllto.1, Vice President; J.
Phelps White,
five years I was subject to attacks interior.
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and w'
of backache which were so severe at
President Taft was introduced to an
A Fllyao
times that I was unable to work. I audience of 40,0110 by Marion E. Hay,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
for particular! and Illustrated catalogue
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land tried various remedies said to be cures governor of Washington, who was pre
address.
for troubles such as I had, but noth- sented to Mayor Nelson S. Pratt. The
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
COL. IAS. W. WILLSOK,
21. 1909.
ing benefited me until I procured last named officials welcomed the
.i
i... in uie ... . ....
i ne lesuus
Superintendent
productivity ot
Notice is hereby given that Albina Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Bur- President to Spokane, the Inland Emthe soil when
Lucero, of Jemez Springs, N. M., who rows & Co.'s drug store. They quick- pire and the commonwealth
bearing The mere factirrigated are marvelous.
that the reclamation
on July 3, 1908, made Homestead En- ly proved their worth and effected a the name of the father of the country,
service
has
ahead too fast ought
gone
in
and
cure
ex
which
been
has
first
c'tizen of not
responding the
lasting. My
try (Serial 052), No. 052, for Lot 7,
to prevent Congress from leadthe
with
who
Doan's
was
Pills
has
of
the
republic,
the
Kidney
perience
Section 6, and X.
guest
of Lot 1. Section
ing its aid to overcome the difficulty.
7, Township 18 N., Range 4 E., N. M. been so gratifying that I gladly recom- chamber of commerce, said:
"We shall know better in the fur"I am glad to be in Spokane and deP. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- mend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 lighted with the reception, which ther treatment of the subject and in
tion to make final five year proof, to
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot
Foster-MilburSprings in the
Co.,
Buffalo, awakens every fiber of gratitude in the further use of the $50,000,000 fund
establish claim to the land above de- cents.
in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
located
how
to
avoid
in
a
New
sole
ourselves
for
United
the
York,
putting
my heart. Your distinguished mayor
agents
scribed, before the Register and Retested by the
miles west has been thoroughly
and your distinguished governor have similar position, again. Meantime ir- Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
ceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, States.
miraculous cures attested to in the
works
under
rigation
Remember
name
Doan's
and
the
of
private auspices
spoken words of welcome. Your govTaos, and fifty miles north of Santa
New Mexico, on the 4th day of Novemernor has said that you trusted Roose- are being projected in every direction, Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-o following diseases: Paralysis. Rheutake no other.
ber, 1909.
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brights
velt and because you trusted him you and the prospect of reclaiming milStation, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the
Claimant names as witnesses: ReTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Kidneys. Syphilitic
trusted me. I am glad to accept that lions of acres from the deserts is most Grande Railroad, from which
point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
fugio Armenta, of Jemez Springs, N.
Connection made wlta Automobile method of reaching your confidence.
encouraging.
line
of
to
runs
daily
the
stage
springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComM.; Lino Armenta, of Jemez Springs. line at Torrance for Roswell
"I have come here to read a speech
"The examples of government en- The
daily
temperture of these waters is plaints, etc Board,
NT. M.; Jose Mestas
y Ruiz, of Jemez Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros on a subject that. I hope will interest gineering and of
in
lodging and bathplanning from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
ingenuity
ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
Springs, N. M.; Jose Armenta, of Jem-e- well at 4 a. m., and arriyes at Roswell you, but I would a good deal rather the structures in these various gov- carbonic.
Altitude 6.000 feet Climate per month.
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- just talk 'off the bat' and say what ernment projects for irrigation are of
Springs, N. M.
Stage meet
Denver
very dry and delightful
the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe
MANUEL R. OTERO,
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar happens to come under the circum- immense utility as models for
train
private year round. There U now a commod- upon
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. Tb stances.
This resort is attracRegister.
(A voice: 'Go ahead.') But. enterprise.
ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive atrequest.
all seasons and is open all
fare between Santa Fe and Torranct this speech has got to go abroad and
"One subject that is now being agi- valids
and tourists. People suffeing winter.
tated in some quarters calls for no- from
The New Mexican Printing Com- Is $5.80 and between Torrance and ycu have got to stand it."
Passengers for Ojo Caliente
consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
After dealing with the government's tice. Payment for irrigated lands is
and
pany has on hand a large supply of Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
ontagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p.
3ads and tablets suitable for school mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard policy in the preservation of the na- required in 10 annual instalments.
m., the
T'hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same
day. For further narripniar..
tional forests, embracing a total acre"Suggestions are now being made of alkaline salts te
work, the desk, and also for lawyers manager, Automobile Line.
the gallon, being address
age of 107,000,01)0, and declaring that that these should be lengthened into
and merchants; good everywhere. We
"While in the army in 1863 1 was the states should awaken to the inter- a longer term. I sincerely hope that
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
taken with chronic diarrhoea," says est the public has in forest preserva- Congress will not listen to such apGeorge M. Felton of South Gibson, tion, in its equalization of the water peals.
CtliftnU. Taoi. County N M
"It may be well to make the first
Pa. "I have since tried many reme- supply and in its effect upon the cli-- !
dies but without, any permanent re- mate, the President took up the sub-- , three or four instalments nominal.
but after that time the instalments
lief until Mr. A. W. Miles of this place ject of irrigation, saying:
From
"The plan of the government to 'should be large enough to pav the
persuaded me to try Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy reclaim the arid and semi-arilands, total amount due, upon which no
one bottle of which stopped it at
in the reclamation act, terest is calculated, in 10 years,
has been carried out most rapidly by
Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m once." For sale by all druggists.
"Any other course will encourage a
the bureau charged with its execution. lat'k of thrift and industry, and will
Arrives at TAOS at
"I had the honor the other day in greatly embarrass the extension
and
The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large Colorado of opening the most ambi- continuance of the work of irrigation."
.
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of tious of these projects, at least the
Txlp
work we turn out. Try our stock most difficult of them the Gunnison DENVER WANTS TO
TO- BE SUMMER CAPITAL.
once and you will certainly
come tunnel which is to bring water into
Tan
nearer
miles
a
in
Colorado
Good
as
known
the
valley
teams again. We have all the facilities for
tliaaa. any tlier ara.y
valley, with 1 50.000 Two Prizes Offered by Real Estate
turning out every class of work, In- Unconipaghre
to
and
it in a condition to
acres,
put
Exchange for Best Essay on
cluding one of the best binderies in
'BACK TO THE WOODS' the
grow fruit and cereals.
Above Subject.
west.
Save Money and Inconvenience by
"There are 30 projects which have
Purchasing Wells Farga
been
entered
the
reclamation
upon
7.
Oct.
by
DOMESTIC
Denver,
Two
Colo.,
MONEY
gold
and
Tar
clears
the
Foley's Honey
ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
air passages, stops the irritation in bureau, and I believe all of them are prizes have been offered for the best
MONEY
to
be
commended
ORDERS,
for
FOREIGN
their
excellent
MONEY ORDERS
reasons why Denver should become
Ihe throat, soothes the inflamed memfor the purpose for which the summer
of the United Payable Tnrougbaat the United States.
capital
branes, and the most obstinate cough adaption
Canada. Mexico
were erected and for the speed States, as the result of an
active camdisappears. Sore and inflamed lungs they
and all Foreiga Countries.
are healed and strengthened, and with which the work Las been done. paign by the business men of the city,
"It is said, however, that in the
the cold is expelled from the system.
the commercial organizations,
REMITTANCES
through
SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Refuse any but the genuine in' the planning of a number of these im- to bring about this unique change.
the
enthusiasm
of
provements
the
proThe contest will close October 31.
yellow package. Sold by all druggists.
jectors has carried them to a point Statements must lie limited to TOO
where
The seals and record books for no- in the they begin to feel embarrassed words, and the prizes will be awarded
matter of resources with which as soon as
taries public for sale by the New to
the manuscripts have been
the projects, and begin
complete
Mexican Printing Company at very
Anyone, anywhere, may
to show that prudence was not closely inspected.
reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor- observed
those engaged in execut- compete. The winner will receive
by
the inferior woods that you used to ated companies are also handled. Cail ing the act; that the projects were $100, and the reasons that are regarduse if this new line of Lumber of at or address the New Mexican Print- too many, and more than could be ed as second best will bring the writer
Dins is not the best you ever put a ing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico. completed in a reasonable time after $30.
While the entire city is taking an insaw or nail in! We are striving to
their beginning because of a lack of
A clever, popular Candy Cure Tab- funds.
terest in the "summer capital" idea,
supply only the best seasoned an3
least flawed Lumber that can be let called Preventics is being dis"The reclamation act provides for the prizes are offered by the Denver
found in this neighborhood,
and we pensed by druggists everywhere. In a the
expediture of funds made up of Real Estate Exchange. Manuscript
lielieve we are succeeding in pleasing few hours, Preventics are said to break the proceeds of the sale of
should be sent to V. R. Olnistead, 809
public
all our numerous customers. Let us any cold completely. And Preventics, lands and reimbursed from time
uimsteaa is
to inn street, uenver.
hear your complaints either as to being so safe and toothsome, are very time by the installments to be
chairman of the committee in charge
paid
by
quality or price. "We'll cheerfully fine for children. No Quinine, no lax- the settlers who take up the irrigat- of the contest.
remedy anything that's wrong.
ative, nothing harsh nor sickening. ed land, and it also provides that no
Absolutely no conditions are attachWhen in Need of Anything in the
Box of 48 25c. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
pan of a project is to be contracted ed to the contest beyond the limit in
Livery Line
Co.
for or begun until the money for the length of the articles that may be subDrivers
Furnished.
Rates
Right
completion of that part of Ihe project mitted.
On the occasion of President Taft's
contracted for shall be in the reclamation fund.
recent visit to Denver he was urged
Now it appears that it will take to consider the claims of the city as
$10,000,000 or more which is not avail- the. summer capital.
The President
able in the reclamation fund at did not commit himself, but said that
H
OF
present fully to complete the projects he likes Denver and Colorado very
and it also appears that, a great num- much.
ber of persons by reason of the be
The local business men bedecked
ginning of the projects have been led
into the making of settlements, the! banners calling attention to the sum- MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
expencnture ot time and labor with mer capital idea, and the President
the hope and upon the reliance that was met on
every side w'ith reminders
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women such reclamation enterprises would of the campaign.
be carried through in reasonable time.
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
"I think that there is no doubt that TEXAS MOTHERS ORGANIZE
527 San Francisco Street
it was the intention of congress that
SCHOOL
SOCIETIES.
in
in
courses
offered
Mechanical
are
A
College
Agriculture,
projects should not be multiplied in
such a way that they could not be Child to Be Benefited
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household EcoBy Instrucing
completed within a reasonable time
Parents How to Rear It to
out
of
the
reclamation
funds providnomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and AgriculUseful Life.
ed by the sale of public lands, and
it would probably have been wiser to
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 7. ThorBlankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Ltnen Drawn Work, Opals.
adhere strictly to the limitation thus
saturated
with
the
oughly
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
Garnett and Other Gems.
organization
Turquoise,
construed, even though the language spirit that now seems to
OUR
To Have the Best of
MOTTO:
premate
of
the act, bydividing up the projects
Everything In Our Line.
for self support.
into parts in terms seemed to permit the atmosphere of these parts, local
the beginning of more projects than mothers, will organize for the purpose
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
there was likely to be money enough of bettering the lot of children in need
to complete within a reasonable time. of such aid as can be procured for
"The pressure was doubtless very them through the education of their
great, and the reclamation service mothers. A number of meetings have
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
yielded to the pressure within the let- been planned to be held during this
ter of the law, and now find them- week. Mrs. J. N. Porter, state organizer for the National Congress of
selves in the situation described.
Mothers of Texas will preside. The
work
"The
has
well
done
been
and
DIAMONDS
of the finest
reflects great credit on the engineers organization will endeavor to benefit
the child by instructing its mother how
who have had charge of it.
14..aa.nftctu.rr of
"But something must be done to re- to rear it to a good apd useful life.
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
RIGHT PRICE8
Eye Tested and lieve the present
situation, which is
LATEST
AND
NEWEST
PATTERNS
AND DESIGNS
one
Pink
of
Pain
to
Tablets Dr. Shoop's
Fitted By
disappointed hopes
"RIGHT GOODS
many
settlers upon the arid lands, who, stop Headache, womanly pains, any
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
-Method counting upon an early completion of pain, anywhere, in 20 minutes sure.
RIGHT SERVICE
the projects undertaken, have invest- - Formula on the 25c box. Ask your
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
ed their money and spent their time druggist or doctor about this formula
948 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
and seemed to be no nearer the goal
It's fine. Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
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Willi almost a million dollars in de-- j
posiiories io the credit of New Mexico
counties, and with no county having
less than Sll.UCi to its credit to keep
the wolf from the door, while three
counties have as liish as $70,n00 on
the right side of the ledger, the finances of the Territory appear to be in
good condition. Even Santa Ke county
had $:i.",t!i)t! and more in the treasury
which attests to the good manageI.
ment of County Commissioners
Sparks, Alfredo I.ucero and Jose Ortiz y Pino, although they should find
some way to build a new bridge over
the Santa Fe on Delgado street to replace the one washed away five years
ago, anil to put in good condition the
road from Santa Fe to Santa Cruz, the
most traveled and most useful public
road in the county.

!

Vice-Preside-
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at the Santa Fe Postoffice.

Entered as Second Class Matter
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally per week by carrier
Daily, per ni"nth, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months .

$ .20

75
65
7.00

Weekly, per quarter

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA

?3.75
2.00
1.00
75

FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
a large and growing circulation
every postcffice in the Territory, and has
of the Southwest.
among the intelligent and progressive people

Proiessioiiai

Cards

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

-

Attorney-at-Law-

OP SANTA FE.

New Mexico

The oldest bankirg institution in New Mexico,

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
General

and

U.

S.

Land

Offices.

New Mexico

Las Cruces

Establi bej

in 1670.

Attorney-at-Law- .

R. J. PALEN, Prsiden1.
L. A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

J.

H.

J,

VAUGHN, Cashier.
B. READ,

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS-

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
to be worth attention given to all business.
An estate estimated
New Mexico
three quarters of a million dollars was Santa Fe
disposed of in probate court at AlbuRENEHAN & DAVIES.
querque this week, without either comE. P. Davlea,
A. B. Renehan,
monwealth or county deriving any revAttorneys-at-Law- .
enue therefrom. In New York, or in
Practice In the Supreme and Dis- Colorado, or in most other slates, the
inheritance tax would have amounted trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
to a snug sum. It is because New Mex- specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fa
a-m iuC!.c .rq,
inm-is su
so
tnat tlle regular tax rate appears
CHARLES F.

AjnionHMlabcLt

The First National Bank

.

EDWARD C. WADE,

Surveyor

7, 18C9-1-

W52jjSujj3(ff

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

Santa Fa

OCTCEER

THURSDAY,

-

$75,000

Transacts a general bankirg business in all its branclies.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys a- d sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any money transacting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders' of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them ss liberal
treatment in all respects, as is coisistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
-
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young man who gets a bank pass bc k as scon
as he begins to earn money will some day sooner
or later be comfortably well fixed if not rich,
through the fact that when a business opprtunity
A

comes along he will hive some money and credit
to grap it. Every young man will find chances to
m ike money by having noney to invest ab jve his
OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US AND WATCEI IT GROW.

lIMfflESTANK TRUSfCF
SANTA FE, N. M.
&

FLICK, President

FLICK

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN. AssL Cashier.
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE. Manaoer for New Mexico.

A M.
Santa Fe.

Catron

N. M.

Block

THERE'S SOME CLASS TO THIS

I H.S.

MARATHON RACE
TRADES PARADE
MONTEZUMA BALL

TWENTY CONVENTIONS

THE 2:12 PACE "BULL DURHAM" STAKE $1000 GIVEN
BY BLACKWELL'S DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

29th Annual New Mexico Fair

Ootermoor Mattress you
have heard of and seen advertised
so many years. The one that's built of
eight interlacing Ostermoor sheets, which after
and sewed within the tick is
being hajid-h'ready for you to sleep on for the rest of your life
and then bequeath to your heirs. There is one
record of three generations sleeping on the
same Ostermoor.
It has been in satisfactory
use for fifty-tw- o
years and that is a pretty good
record for durability isn't it?
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Minus,
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Th Valley

Have you visited the VALLKY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the hestof home comforts with splenold board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout eatch on the Pecos this 5 ear was
made by a Sauta Fe man at VALLKY RANCH? The fishing season closta
October 15th.
Ai e you aware that the grouse 'and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLKY RANCH this Year.
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
dancing floor in the territory.
ZUa.atx.tecL Pa.xxxp.let axxd.
Inform. atloxx.
J- -

F. MILLER, Mgr.

ail
V ALLEY RANCH, N. M
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NOW READY FOR BUSINESS
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you the Ostermoor
and explain why it is proof against dust, moisture, and vermin
and never needs any renovation but a sun hath.
Our stock-wil- l
enable you to examine and test before you buy.
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for Monarcl1 Malleable Iron Ranges
SEE
Bt
Every Stove Guaranteed.
AND

CONVINCED

Order from Us direct, or Khone to the Wiater
Grocery or. H. S. Kaune and Co, until our
phone is i a place, Lt us have your trderiof.
rpffultj grnnda or snpcial ordr,

Let us figure your heating and plumbing

SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

MEN'S SOX SOX MEN'S SOX
NO BETTER VALUES TO BE HAD
IN ANY OF THE LEADING CENTERS THAN WE OFFER : : :
In placing the well known jsuiranteed
SOX, Shaw kaitand ' Bear" brand before
the public, at the on tract price,....

np

OC P&1F

You will pay 35c and 50c for. others
that will not wear, half as well.
YOUR

ORDERS

MAIL
SOLICITED

THE SQUARE
DEAL OUrt MOTTO

BOYS
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New York

'Cincinnati
Philadelphia

... ..

...110
...104

...

.......
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74
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42
49
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Gome in and let us show

Best Flour
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FIRST CLASS

;

THAT FLIES
A R3AL AIR H1P-0- NE
THE GAME OP PUSH BALLON HORSEBACK
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
THE NVT REISS CARNIVAL COMPANY
TWO TROOPS OP U. S. CAVALRY
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
RELAY FOOT RACE

,
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The Colorado

Mail Order SolHtcJ,
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FURNITURE

IN HARDWARE
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W. S. DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS. Cashier.

EVERYTHING

Phone No. S3
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DIRECTORS

G. FRANKLIN

The house that wil! SAVE YOU MONEY
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a Las Vegas atJohn D. Y.
is
resist wd at he Palace.
torney,
Thomas .1. Murray, a commercial
man from Sean , is a guest at tlx;
I
Palace.
V. C. Searles of Kl Paso, is a liusi-lics- s
visitor in town stopping at the
Palace.
Jmlge K. V. Long, a well known at
torney, was an arrival from las egas
last evening.
MISS A. MUGLER.
Sheriff Silviuno Uoibal of Chamita.
visRio Arriba county, is a business
THE MILLINERY STORE
itor in town.
MorriCounty Surveyor George E.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
son of Las Vegas, is in Santa Fe on
Hgas business.
.lr.. of this city, is
Serapio Ronn-ro- .
visiting his grandfather, Serapio Romero at Las Vegas.
Fred Kaiser, a Denver traveling
man, is calling rn the trade and i
Abaut a
quartered at the Claire.
1
Mrs. E. H. Falk of Cananca, Mex.,
Woman i vl si or in ren
Every
ncir
tr.
ted
DIODtrtv
She
is among the sightseer sin town.
Kfi into a nou?e or uor own
is a guest at the Claire
There are hundreds of tiling
she would like to do to make
F. H. Britton, Xew York traveling
cwn home more ronfortnlilo,
attractive and pleasant Nearly
man, arrived on last night's train,
Is a inoner saver
every won-aregistering at the Palace.
and slif will help jou wouuerjully
to cay for a home.
Severo Sanchez
of Albuquerque,
was in town today to place his son
in the Christian Brothers' college.
F. L. Marshal, federal sheep inspectDo
for Antonlto,
or, leaves tomorrow
official
business.
cn
Colorado,
We will sell you a very desirAVilliam Thomas, a traveling man'
able hon-on rayn ent. w hich
Jour rent money will rrnke
from St. Paul, calling on local nier-- j
1'on't wait. Ketfin now paying
for your home.
chants, is a guest at the Palace.
LET TS KX PLAIN
John Bingham, a Kansas City trav-- '
OI K
CONTRACT
.'K CH KA V
eling man, was among last night's ar-- :
rivals. He is stopping at. the Palace, j
GEO. M. KIXSKLL
Ciriaco Olivas of this city, is the
24 San Francisco St.
guest of his uncle Eugemo Sena at
Las Vegas but formerly of Santa Fe.
S. B. Davis, Jr., attorney at Las
Vegas, came in last night on busi-,
ness. He is quartered at the Palace. St. Louis
So 4
Cj
Mrs. C. M. Richmond and daughter Brooklyn
51
v'"
Miss Lena Ward, of Clayton, Union
S
iJ. JO,
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
county, are visiting relatives in this
city.
National League.
John J. Fox, a millinery salesman
Boston at Philadelphia.
Xew York at Brooklyn.
from St. Louis, was an arrival on toChicago at, St. Lcuis.
day's nnou train. He is quartered at
t'ao Palace.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
John A. Leo and Fred H. Ayers
National League.
were among the visitors from Estan-ciXew York 1; Brooklyn 1. Second
last night. They are registered unnu Xew York S; Brooklyn 4.
at the Claire. v
Philadelphia 2: Boston
Second
J. P. Dillon a carpenter of Las Ve- game Philadelphia 7: Boston 1.
St. Louis 0; Chicago S.
gas, was in town today coming for
Second
the purpose of working on the new game St. Louis 1 : Chicago 3.
sanitarium.
Coast League.
Mrs. G. Franklin Flick, wife of the
Portland 3; Sacramento 2.
Oakland 9; Vernon 11.
president of the U. S. Bank and Trust
Los Angeles C; San Francisco 2.
Company leaves tonight over the Santa Fe for Chicago.
B. F. Morris, merchant and post,
moster at Santa Cruz, stopped off in
Santa Fe over night on his way home
LAUNDRY
from Albuquerque
William E. Turner, a commercial
WORK
man of Kansas City, representing a
hardware and steam heating firm, is
Send Your laond y to the
stopping at the Palace.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
at Albuquerque.
left last evening for Albuquerquj and
releaves
will
Basket
jFtoswell on a business trip and
Tuesday,
turn at the end of the week.
Returns Friday.
Mrs. F. L. Marshal and child left AGENCY for Santa
Fe at Kerr
today for Boston to spend the winter. Barber
Shop;
L.
F.
wife
is
of
Mrs. Marshal
the
F. O. BROWN,
Phooe No 122
Marshal, federal sheep inspector.
District Attorney Alexander Read,
Red
Agent
of TIerra Amarilla, Rio Arriba county,
was among the arrivals yesterday afternoon. He is a guest at the Palace.
W. A. Campbell of Omaha, Neb.,
has arrived in Santa Fe to accept, the
position as cashier at the local Santa
KAUNE
Fe depot. He succeeds O. J. Olin,
resigned.
Mrs. A. M. Dibert and daughter,
THE LEADING
Heloise, of Los Angeles, formerly resi-- j
dents of Santa Fe, are in town visit-ing old friends. They are quartered
at the Palace.
Mrs. Forrest LMeGibbon will arrive
from Chicago tomorrow to take up
permanent residence in Santa Fe with
her son, H. R. McGibbon, of the 0. C.
Watson Co.
Charles G. Williams, of the general
land office, is expected to reach Santa
Fe over the Denver and Rio Grande
this afternoon to meet his wife,
previous to her leaving for Des
Moines, !a.
Governor Curry was the guest of
honor last evening at a dinner at the
home of Charles DeBremond at
"DOSS PATENT FLOUR
Today he left on the auto line
for Torrance and expects to return to
IS BEST bee-us- e
it
Santa Fe tomorrow,
in
gives the bes
Adjutant General R. A. Ford will ac
bread and pastry of any
company Governor Curry to Albuquerque on next Monday and remain with
flour you cm buy.
him until after his return from the
Taft receptions at Gallup, Albuquerque, Las Cruces and El Paso.
contains more Gluten
O. L. Moore of the general land ofwhich
is the very life of
fice has returned from a trip to the
Pacific coast. Mrs. Charles G. Wil
tha wheao,
and which
liams, who has been occupying tbo
makes
the
bread
nutritious
Moore residence on Palace avenue,
and WHOLESOxME
will now return with her daughter.
Nina, to her home at Des Moines, la.
Samuel Bowlby of Independence,
Kan., and his brother, D. A. Bowlby of
nother vitally impor
Stockholm, Okla., arrived from Las
tant feature BOSS
Vegas last evening. Samuel Bowlby 8
PATENT FLOUR is entithirty years ago was a merchant at
Anton Chico, Guadalupe county, but
re y free from CELLULOSE
retired from active business some
the indigestible element
years ago.
W-iler-
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is an ordeal which all women
approach with dread, for
nothing compares to the pain
of
The thought
of the suffering in store for
hpr rnhs thppxnprtnnt Tinther"

might prove somewhat of a benefit.
Howard thinks that it is a shame to
set a man to breaking stones when

he is afflicted wiih a fashionable
Child-birt- h.
Palace.
Tierra
Alexander
Read,
ALT.
Aniarilla;
FASS'K
STATIONS
DAILY
John Bingham, New York: S. B. Da
DAILY.
If you want anything on earth try
I isr frl
is, Jr., Kansas City; John D. V. Vee- nf rdpacant ant Vinatirnc
a New Mexican want "ad."
7,013
5.25 p. 111.
Ke Ar
Snnta
Lv
l
1.45
St.
William
Las
er.
nonius,
Vegas;
"
p. in.
6.0
4.22
Thousands of women have found the use of Mother's Friend robs
Ar Kennedy Lv
2.19
22
"
6.317
Paul; L. D. Lyday, Chicago; Thomas
3.17
4.10
Stanley
41
"
confinement of much pain and insures safety to life of mother and
6.204
2.3tj
4.49
Moriariy "
52
Murray, Seatlle; Mrs. A. M. Dibert,
"
6.136
2.11
God-sen- d
FRATERNAL SOCIETY
5.14
to women at the critical time. Not
til
6.093
"
Heloise Dibert. Los Angeles; F. H. child. This liniment is a
'..15
Kslanrla
5.39
tW
'
6.0S6
12.4J
of
the
Mother's
does
women
Friend
Williir.l
safely
through
TurE.
perils
only
William
carry
ti,13
New
SI
FSritton,
York;
"
" i rilarviili' "
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11.35
)
T2ti
child-birt- h,
but it prepares TT
MASONIC.
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11.05 a. in.
ner, Kansas City.
1" Jonanre "
S.uO
Uti
M
svstem
for
the comin? I
the
Uj'KK
Claire.
"
"
70
Kansas Citv
SKI
Montezuma Lodge No.
p. in. 9.30
.M
event, relieves "morning
600
D. K. Calyer, Lacoton.
10.00 p, 111.
Oklahoma;
St. Louis "
1U
"
602
"
9.00
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
and other dis- 11.45
Chicago
137S
a. in,
sickness,
Samuel Bawlby, Independence, Kan.;
SolJ by druggists at $1.00.
3,700
1.15
Kl l'aso
8.00
tt- - m.
319
or.mfnrtQ
ular
communication
D.
Mrs.
X.
Okla
.;
Stockholm,
LUIIllUl
1. BooKof valuable informt-tio- n
Bawlby,
" Los Anifeles "
9.45 a. in
1130
p. in. 7.00
first Monday of eacfc
i ..449
mailed free.
j
6.00 p. m .1
F. H. Falk, Cananea, Mexico; .John
;" Mexico Uity "
p. ni. LOO
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
month
in
at
Masontt
Ar Roswolli Lv
220
Leo, Fred H. Avers, Estancia; J.
a, in.
yV ,
Atlanta. Ga.
Hal1 at 7:30 p. m.
P. Dillon, Las Vegas; Fred
Kaiser,
F'hy
Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witii the Rock Denver; E.- V. Long, Las Vegas;
J. A. MAS8IE,
6
Island Golden State Limited, the fin est train in th eWest," making the
E. Harrison, Las Vegas.
on the head with a
a
Worthy Master.
that
George
COLONY
ARTISTS
rap
THE
sharp
ALAN R. McCORD,
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
IN TAOS. club had somewhat addled the brain
CORNER
Secretary.
Normandie.
all
ved.
Exclusive
reser
steamship
berths
agents
of the world. Pullman
of his victim, Howard was not defi
Cruz J. Martinez, Dulce; Eulogio
lines. Information gladly furnished.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
would have gone
Laughlin Bldg Montoya, Taos; M. M. Milligan, Ve- Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Sharpe Have Re- nitely identified and
J. p. LYNG, City Freight and Passen ger Agent
R. A. M.
minto
had
not
the
it
occurred
free
Regular
nus: H. A. Lathrope, Albuquerque;
Paintto
Mexico
New
turned
second Monday oJ
he
a
ions
the
had
rather
law
of
that
Y. E. Hastings, M. W., lronton, O.;
Indian Heads.
ing
each month at Masni
long police record. When pressed a
W. D. Barnes, Stanley; J. Y. Van Ant- Hall at 7:30 p. m.
little he showed no reticence in con.
.
n . J.t
(From Taos Valley News.)
once in a while a "spell"
that
KArilJALiL, H. P.
fessing
1
T
.,.,.
r
KnIr
oV.r,....,
.Mi'. ailU iMIn. .1. n. onai ltr ai
uuiu would come over him and that he
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
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their old haunts again, and found it impossible to resist temptaamong
Silviano Roibal, Chamita; J. Stu- - liave i,een the recipients of the most tions to
Santa Fe Commandery No.
help himself to whatever
cia, Antonito; Paul Melzer, Antonito; cordial welcome from old friends, who seemed handy.
1. K. T.
Regular conclav
Valentine Katzle, Antonito; Thomas have niet them here in other years,
fourth Monday in encta
a
after
careful
diagstgA
Buckley,
Judge
L Burke, Denver;
George Denby, ,,,,,, f,.nnl others who hone to be
Vfaonr.i. it
nosis of the case, decided that a few XT23SS!f mnnth at ...uouim;
nani, u.
Denver; J. X. Angela, Ocate; F. G. fl.jenls of theirs in tlie years to come. weeks on
7:30 p. m
rock
the
pile
municipal
Hall, Arroyo Hondo; Pedro Romero, Mr sharpe is really the pioneer
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
Aiuuquerque.
among the artist who have since
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
brought both distinguishe d recognition and fame to Taos and the Pueblos
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or
will
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No
1.
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quickly
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Tickling
dry
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
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9 T A T O N 8.
Raton
Dea Moines
DAILY
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14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
TO
native
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these
scenes
Remedy. And it' is so thoroughly superb
Scottish Rite ot Free
meets
lo- .
49
6 30 p, m
0
Arr,
m.
New on the third Monday Masonry
Lv. Des Moines,"
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Ifte Park
Sharpe first came to Taos, ana men ,
and fourth Wednesdays of each
ond
.
to
Los
here
Angeles
the possibilities
appealed
month.
N
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Visiting brothers are invites'
THE FIRST NIGHTER
him as since they have appealed to San Francisco
Gonnecti with E. P. & 11. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson,
00
and
welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
Elks
set
column
aside
the
for
like
(A
m.
San
6:15
Couse,
other ,)r0minent painters,
Diego
M.,
p.
Exalted Ruler.
. W. Ry. train
No.. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M Theater and criticism of performances alul Phillips, and Sauerwin, and Bur- - Pasadena .
Connects with E. P.
J. D. SENA. Secretary.
thereat.)
banlv and Remington, and Berning- - Sacramento
:55 a. m.
haus. So like these who have either San Jose .
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Knghts of Pythias.
i mm W I
C. & 8. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines aa follows
Scored Another Succe s Last Evening, taken permanent residence here, or Santa Barbara
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
Stock Com- - come for part of the year, the Shavpes Fresno
The Spooner-WallocPythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :0 a. m.
pany scored another success last even- - are to be counted still, a part of the
1 ickets and sleedlDg car space Tuesdays in month at S o'clock in I.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
had
the
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
We
Taos.
of
r
artist
Octoroon
colony
of
The
its
in
ing
presentation
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitTrack connection with A. T. s t. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. at the Elks' opera house. One man in pleasure of looking at a number of may be had by applying to
ing Knights invited to attend.
W
.
S
N.
P
at Colfax,
M., and Cimarron
s S. at De Moines, E.
the audience was heard to say. "I reproductions or painting oi ivu.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
several
S.
well
as
H.
as
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
originals
LUTZ,
have never seen a better performance Sharpe,
K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
JOHN
aintNew
In
is
Mexico:
Ocate, by a stock companv," and such seems and sketches from which large
depot frr the following points
Cimarron, N. M.,
Red
Lakes.
One
and
that
Santa
Aurora
are
thing
Fe,
reproduced.
Rayado,
to be the almost universal opinion of igs
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo all who were there. The
itself immediately impresses one with the
play
N.
Mex. CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO
atLobo
ceco. Arrovo Hondo. Baldv. Black Lakes. Cerro.
Elizabethtown,
was good, but the acting was better, work of this painter is the perfect
to
Red
River
Taos
and
de
he has transferred
Taos,
Twining.
City,
Questa, Ranches
and it. would seem as though the com- - mosphere which
his canvass, iu those out. of door
t,.,v.,
o.,
a,r
W.
A.
IX
J.
GORMAN,
van
o,,
DEDWAN,
HOUTEN;
VVUlVi
till
OllUliavi
C J,
scenes of which he is a master. We
wondered if this signal work in this
Superintendent V. Ores, and Gen MgrM- Gen Pass- - Agen play.
.
via
The plot was exceedingly simple,
,
,,
t due t0 the fact
RATON. N.
RATON. N, M
RATON, N itt.
but gave chance in one or two of the (hat M, sha,.pe does his out of door
New Meiico Central Railroafl
parts for clever acting, which was work Qut of doors
He iaughingly
aken advantage ot by the actors. r. K told us of iminting a winter scene,
a stolid Semi- - wjth the thermometer at eight below
Spooner, as Wah-no-tOctober 15th and 16th
nole Indian chief, gave a very clever zer0i where he had to blow warmth
dnuiv int0 nis flngers to hold his brush.
epresentation ot an Indian
Meeting of Presidents
PITTSBURG, PA
dance," and later showed how an In- - T1,at winter scene surely had the at- dian cap trail a fugitive through ihe mosphere in it. While we very much
Taft and Diaz $13.40
IL
Florida swamps, and bring him to pun- - admired the winter scenes which this
ishment. It is always hard to "give notable artist portrays, we were en- Good returning Oct I8th
the devil his dues," but J. S. Pitman as chanted with his sunlight. He seems
1
of
Christ
Disciples
Jacob McClosky, a planter with de- - actually to have bewitched the sun
signs both on his neighbors plantation into transferring its brightness and
Oct
to 19th
November 1st. to 7th.
and on the octoroon girl, Zeo, took the clearness into the paints the artist j
me
El Paso Fair and
part well, his representation of the uses', and we could almost teel
:raven coward finally brought to bay general tempert of it. One picture, in
in the last act. being particularly particular, we will not soon torget.
Exposition $13.40
oa sale Oct. 6,
14 and
The
viioa Rnhv rtnlnvos RnniW It was of an Indian camp
Good returning Nov. 8th
and 15th G03d for return passage
as The Octoroon, held the sympathies pees were in the foreground
and
here
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scattered
of the audience throughout the entire Indian figures
TO THE EAST & NORTH
untji Qc". 28th
or sitting about,
Train arrives in El Paso
performance, in her hopeless love for there, some reclining
8 a. m. In time for good
Via SANTA FE
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day
George Peyton.
Sigat-seein- g.
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Fe, N. M.
Pete, Mike Spooner, several times getI City Freight & Passenger Agent
at- was
scene
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peculiarly
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.
ua iw
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ng this season to keep order in the
a
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copy
painter,
A. N. BROWN
For fulJ particuhrs,
louse, gained a good laugh in attempt- nf wnrlf Mr sharnft
& S, W.
P.
A.
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K,
G,
Address
ing to stop an incijiient scrap (?) on has taken up a new line, which can
Kl Paso Tex as.
the stage, but it was noticaijle that but be
very popular, and which brings
he took no chances, getting Mayor
out
this
particular talent in which
Sena to hack him up.
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Mr. Sharpe excels. He has a number
of heads of Indian men and women
Fifty Years a Blacksmith.
on square bits of wood, per
Samuel R. Worley of Hixburg, Va.. paintedsix inches
by five and one-halhaps
has been shoeing horses for mor
in
the full .brightness
either
than fifty years. He says "Chamber- - painted
of the sunlight or in the shade with
"
flecks of sunlight striking the figures
.
,
renei Hum lame uacit anu rneuma here and there. These are exceedingtism. It is the best liniment I ever
ly choice and interesting bits of the
used." For sale by all druggists.
painter's art. We will be with Mr.
PRESIDENT TAFT WILL BE THERE OCT. 15th
and Mrs. Sharpe again in next week's
SEALED PROPOSALS.
artist column.
Tickets will be on sale Oct 9th to 16th.
Sealed proposals will be received by
Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Couse and Kibby
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
. U T)
p r
f
Returnclimit, Oct. 18th
,eft on Wednesday morning for New
Santa Fe County, at the office of the York, not
Montana, Nevada, Oregm, and Washington.
to return again till next
Probate Clem up to noon the ninth day summer. The attractive house, over- of October, 1909, for the heating, plum- iooking the valley seemed pretty lone
TAFT-DIA- MEETING
bing and electric wiring of the court ly last TueSday, with the boarded wlr.- house now under construction. Plans dow8
the studio, which all sumEl Paso October 15th.
and specifications can be seen at the mer seemed so bright and airy.
office of the probate clerk, or I. H. &
W. M. Rapp & Co., architects, also JUDGE DIAGNOSES CASE
Via
at the building. Seperate proposals
OF KLEPTOMANIA,
Round Trip from Santa Fe, Dates of sale. Oct. 14 15 16
will be received on each. Address all Few Weeks on Municipal Rock Pile
bids to George W. Armijo, probate
Suggested as Proper Method
Return Limit, Oet. 18th
clerk.
of Cure.
DENVER
H
RIO
I. SPARKS,
i
MASONIC MEETING
Chairman Board County
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 7. Negroes in this city no longer suffer
Albuquerque N M Oct. 18-2- 3
from the old time disease, the results
Still in effect to all
BOTH BOVS SAVED.
which
were
of
commonly styled theft.
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of They have advanced now to the stage
points.
Norway, Mich., writes: "Three hot- - .where they plead guilty of klepto-tle- s
Round Trip from Santa Pe, On sale Oct 15th to 23rd.
of Foley's Honey and Tar abso- - mania.
a
Although Roy Howard,
For further Information make inquiry of
lutely cured my boy who was so 111 negro 27 years old, was caught red-wit- h
Return limit Oct. 25th 1909.
a cold that the doctors gave him handed in a piece of burglary that
F. H. McBRIDE, Asjent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
up, was cured by taking Foley's came near costing the life of William
Go
SANTA FE. N. M.
another negro, Howard
Honey and Tar." Nothing else is as Norman,
safe and certain in results. Sold by claims he suffers from nothing led
all Druggists.
than kleptomania. Owing to the fact
K K A I)
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am not proud of the Mesilla college, AGED TULAROSA COW
of two features not ordinarily seen in MEETING OF PROBATE COURT.
do not like that word proud. It alBOY GROWS REMINISCENT. mining camps;
immense
viz: an
Regular term. September 7th, V.W,.
ways reminds me of a gander or a
amount of mineral and a very conThe
Honorable Probate Court met
Garden Spot of Southern New Mexico turkey gobbler strutting. 1 am grati- Pat Coughlan Tells of the Days When servative and noiseless lot of owners in
session with the Honorable
regular
fied, greatlv, at the progress and work
Demonstrates Agricultural
Tularosa Country Was Infested
This is generally true in districts un- Victor Ortega. Probate Judge, presid' of the college, gratified, sir, but
not
Possibilities.
With Indians.
der control of the largest operators; ing, and O. W, Annijo, present.
Las duces, X. M., Oct. 7. ' Here is proud."
but tarely tlie case in a cor paratively
In the matter of the application of
Fuini.-he- ii
rooms, Mrs. L. A. Harvey.
These were the words of Professor
the most, striking example of the
Tularosa, N. M., Oct. 7. In a 'dobe undeveloped distrist.
H. S. Lutz,
administrator
apKmted
Hiram
as
value of land in the Mesilla valley,"
"the grand building elected about ;'' years ago,
Hadley, known
cleCamp With History Beginning just to lite estate of (". H.
FOR RENT. OR SALE A goo
said D. V. Peacock, who is county as- old man of the Mesilla valley," as he shaded by co'ttonwood trees planted
typewriter, J. B. Sloan.
sessor by reason of the fact that the discussed the great New Mexico ed- many years ago. by him, in the vil- at the outskirts of the little town of- ceased, the court having been fully
t
there are to be observed pros- vised in the premises ordered that
people think he is the best man in ucational institution after some one lage of Tularosa, surrounded by relFOR RENT Furnished room, bath,
the county for the job, and who sells had suggested that it was "Professor ics of the past that recall the days while holes along ihe roadside; and, ters of administration be issued to the
the bottom of most of them can said II. S. Lutz. and lived the bond at electric liht. Phone
real estate and drives an automobile Hadley 's pride." Professor Hadley es- when the southwest was the typical
a tablished the college away back there "bad man's land," one of the most be seen, there is also to be seen piles $2.0iio.ou, whereupon the said H. S.
for pastime, as he was showing
of ore, obtained even so close to the i,u)z, appeared and submitted his bond
FOR RENT Furnished house. AdHerald man over the valley, and he in well, it was several years ago, ' typical characters who ever braved
one
around
in
surface,
with
of
Mrs. S. S. Sutherland, 207 Chap-ell- e
the
piled
directions
every
accordance
nearly
dress
he
of
but
is
vonn
farm
so
and
still
and
the
orchard
to
seeof
the
conditions
the
boyish
cav In this
pointed
the court and the same was approved'
street.
John Engler, a few miles north of that it would be unkind to say just t ion of the country may be found Pat-ho- of liein.
j
Gulch, as to form and sufficiency.
Passing Central, the Col
Las Cruees, up the valley.
long ago it was that he laid the rick Coghlan or "Pat" as his old-- '
is
on
in!
the
located
In
camp
final
reached,
matter
the
being
the
of
foundation
one
for
of the greatest
"Mr. Engler came back here several
report
friends call him.
FOR SALE Couth- family horse;
Born in old Ireland 90 vears ago,' clear and constant running stream of the estate of Jose Leon Madrill. the god under saddle; phaeton and haryears ago and bought 30 acres of raw ucational institutions of the south- land and began to cultivate it and west, which has many very excellent living there until he attained the age Col Culch. this being the water sup- - court after due consideration appiov- ness. O. C. Watson K-- Co.
of 26, over 6 feet tall and an athlete, ply for the Cold Frog group mines, ed the final report and ordered the estake care of it and now he is loaning colleges and universities.
he came to America to seek his for- - Colil Culch is almost in the center of tate closed.
Rapid Growth.
money to the other farmers throughI.OST Small dog known as Pickles
From the small school that the pro- - tune and settled on the Texas fron the oldest mining district of the
The last will and testament of J. P.
out the valley. Thirty acres is all he
has been missing since Friday. Suitsee
to
I'ntted
The
lived
a
states.
fessor
has
he
is
He
worth
established
fortune.
filed
CO
was
it
and
left
and
has
tier. This was over
Spaniards operated Victory,
open date
years ago, a
has planted it in apples and pears and it grow until it now has an enrollment time when Indians, cattle rustlers placer mining in the gulch, on which by the court for the probating of the able reward will lie uiven it returne
to Mrs. H. C. Luckeiibach.
he also raises alfalfa and garden of 235 students and a teaching staff and "bad men" constituted the ma-o- f is now a part of the Cold Frog ;roup, said will.
33.
farm jority population of the southwest and more than a century ago.
truck. He knows how to raise these
Mr. Easley, appeared before the
Altogether, including
These placers have been worked board and asked that the bills now
things; he devotes his attention to employes, the college carries 40 peo- - When it was considered a breach of
Why Colds Are Dangerous.
them and he is making a fortune." pie on its payroll and is turning out western etiquet to ask a stranger intennittenly by both Americans and filed against the estate of V. Hogfre,
Because you have contracted ordiNo finer orchard can be found any- a large number of graduates every where he was from. Pat drifted from Mexicans up to the present
time
he ailroved as filed in this office, nary colds and recovered from them
where in the country and no finer or year, boys and girls who have learned Texas to New Mexico and established even within the past few months - whereupon the said bills were duly ap- - without treatment of any kind, do not
more prosperous looking ranch or the things that will be useful to them a cattle ranch in the Tularosa val- - and at all times with some actual refor a moment imagine that colds are
proved by the court,
farm. The very air of the place in after life cooking, sewing, farm- ley, being the first American settler suits. The more recent placering or
Mr. H. S. Lutz, administrator to the not dangerous.
Everyone knows that
breathes prosperity and progressive-ness- ; ing, fruit growing, the science of irri- - in the village of Tularosa and has re washing of gold has been in the bed of estate of C. H. Lauchnor, appealed be- - pneumonia and chronic catarrh have
the farm house shows that a gation and other things valuable to sided there ever since. His cattle the gulch, the supply being dependent f0re the court and requested that the their origin in a common cold. Conman lives there who is an intelligent boys and girls starting out to fight interests prospered and he soon
on the erosion and disintegration from court have Mrs. Coodwin, present her sumption is not caused by a cold but
battles in the world in addition tained the title of the Cattle King Cold
man; that he is no haphazard farmer.
claim against the estate of C. H. the cold prepares the system for the
Frog group of mines above.
And as the county assessor says, It to the excellent collegiate course that 0f the Tularosa valley a section of
of the
Ancient Workings
It is interesting Lauchnor; whereupon the court direct-t- reception and development
is one of the best demonstrations in is given them in the various sciences, country over 100 miles
long and
that while the Spaniards were ed the deputy sheriff to bring Mrs. germs that would net otherwise have
note,
Territorial Schools Improve.
the entire valley that Mesilla realty is
i
about 40 wide.
almost entirely without the more mod- - Goodwin, the deputy sheriff returned found lodgment. It is the same with
The school has advanced rapiCiy in ' -- ye nad to stay in the vallev in
worth every cent that is asked for it.
all infectious
diseases.
s
ern facilities for deep mining, they had and informed the court, that Mrs.
Diphtheria,
Mr. Engler took first prize at the the last few years. Professor J. O. those days," said Pat while in a remiEven win could not be found; whereupon scarlet fever, measles and whooping
of
ideas
engineering.
conAlbuquerque fair last year for the Miller, the registrar, in discussing it niscent mood "The Indians
at this late day the trenches used to the court instructed the clerk to issue cough are much more likely to be conbest collective exhibit of pears, show- today, said:
trolled the mountain ranges on both convey the water from the gulch written summons to the said Mrs. tracted when the child has a cold.
"We find that the pupils coming to sides of us and we controlled the
You will see from this that more real
ing 20 varieties from his place.
the school this year are farther ad- - valley. It was bad medicine for them around the foot of the hills and at con- Goodwin, summoning her to appear be- danger lurks in a cold than in any
Another Apple Orchard.
in
"And here is another man who vanced than in any previous year, to operate in our domain and we siderable elevation from the gulch fore this court at its regular term
other of the common ailments. The
discernable.
down
are
further
November.
plainly
which
shows
a
said
schools
as
that the
of the were mighty careful about going into
makes just
showing,"
easiest and quickest way to cure a
good
The object in channeling this water
There being no publication of the cold is to take
the assessor with a pardonable de- entire Territory are improving. While the mountain country."
Chamberlain's Cough
the
was
from
to
reach
reservoirs iast will and testament of the late
gulch
The many remarkable cures
gree of pride, as he pointed to the we still teach a course that corresRemedy.
Many years ago Pat established or
dams, crudely constructed, in dry Miquela Sena, the court ordered that effected by this
beautiful orchard of W. J. Sampson ponds to the eighth grade in the pub- "The Ceghlan ranch" at Three Rivers
preparation have
be made, made it a
close by. The bright red apples lic schools, this year we find more 13 miles north of Tularosa, and arroyos and accumulat a lasting and the necessary publication
article of trade over
staple
to wash the gold from There being no further business before a
weighted down every tree in the 10 students applying for the collegiate pr0bablv has the finest ranch nrop- - sufficient supply
large part of the world. For sale by
or 12 acre orchard, and beyond on course and fewer for the lower grades. e,.ty in the vailev of tnat name. (jt the shales obtained by tunneling on the court adjournment was taken,
all druggists.
VICTOR ORTEGA,
the other 20 acres, alfalfa of as beau- There are more college and fewer pre- jS now owned bv Judge A. B. Fall.) the upper side of the mineral dykes.
This shale, which is proved to carry
Probate Judge,
tiful a green as the eye ever looked paratory pupils this year than any He set out many thousand fruit and
NOTICE.
'
Attest: GEO. W. ARM 1,10, Clerk of
upon, waved in the gentle breeze, its previous year in the history of the sh;lde trees there and in the Tula- - low grade gold ore almost generally
of
Territorial Engineer.
Department
sweet fragrance filling the air and at- school and the enrollment is the larg rosa country and has been a great was crushed in crudely constructed the Probate Court.
First publication Sept. 1C. 1909.
the
est
in
and
the
arastras
extracted
gold
by
history."
tracting the millions of bees from the
factor in making Tularosa one of
Last publication, Oct. 7, 1909.
'
Improvements at School.
Special term, Chambers of the Pro- the prettiest and most productive placer process, as noted. These tunnearby apiaries.
Santa Fe, X. M., Sept. 3, 1909.
Great
nels
old
and
Spanish workings may bate Court, October 4th, 19n9.
improvements have been communities on the line of the southRaising Bees.
Xotice is hereby given that oa tho
be made at the school during the past western railway.
also be plainly seen at different places
The Honorable Probate Court met in 17th day of
By way of digression it can
August 1909, in accordA
new
in
Gold
United
administration
Gulch community.
year.
the
building
stated that nowhere in the
'special session with the Honorable ance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
is typical Irishman and proud
Pat
States do the bees thrive better than with an auditorium capable of seating of the fact. He has made eight trips
Homestake Group A short distance Victor Ortega, Probate Judge, andj cf 3 907, Taos Valley Land Co., of
in this valley and several apiaries are several hundred students, has been back to the Emerald Isle since com- northeast of the Gold Gulch camp, and Geo. W. Armijo, Clerk, present.
j
Taos, county of Taos, Territory of
In the matter of the petition of( New Mexico, made application to the.
making fortunes for their owners. The erected; also a new dormitory for the ing here and never tires of relating separated by Santa Rita creek, and the
,
to
take
the
of
old
in
New
the
demand
in
Hen-eraboys,
Mexico,
place
to be ap-- j Territorial
honey is
stories Cf "ould Ireland," Donne-broo- Santa Rita branch of the Santa Fe, is Carmen Roibal de
Engineer of New Mexico
Coloradoand Texas, and finds a ready frame structure that formerly served
and located the Homestake group and the pointed administrator of the estate of for a permit to appropriate from the
"The Shamrocks
Fairs,"
j this
a
was
until
..
it
.1
i
i
purpose
market anywhere.
burned;
t
uuauuuu, t?.fol
i lie tt
uuiaw Uar. public waters of the Territory of
mine. mi.
nuuiesuuxe ner ufcvascu l...r.n.wl
Orangemen," and others. "Before I oil. aan Jose
Mr. Sampson, to return to his beau- new hall of agricultural' sciences and first left Ireland," said
"the
been opened rera, the court after due considera-u- New Mexico.
have
Pat,
recently
properties
tiful orchard, planted it himself and a new Y. M. C. A.
adminis-havrunner of England came to
Such appropriation is to made from
by a company of that name and tion, ordered that letters of
The college has also put in a pump- champion
has lived to see it grow to maturity
our town and challenged me for a
be issued upon the entering of Rio Pueblo at
a vein of lead-cop- ttalion
shown
auite
points
prominent
and become one of the most valued ing plant for the purpose of irrigating race. I took him up and after the
Carmen Roibal de Herrera, stream from north bears S. 67 deores
said
within
the
the
per
attained,
depth
not.
the campus and several hundred trees
assets of the valley. He would
arrangements had been made he which, according to report, is about into a good and sufficient bond for grees O' E. 3435 feet distant by
take the price of a skyscraper in El have been set out around the buildoff his top clothes, under 220 to 240 feet. Very little under- - the sum of $400.00; in the matter of means of diversion and storage and
Men
with scrapers removing stripped
Paso for his property, for it is making ings.
had a light running suit. ground work has been done, but the the application of Carmen Roibal de 100 cubic feet per second, 2,000 acre
which
he
4"0
the surface "and preparing it for plant He saw
him more "money; and he did it on
I was making no change exposures are sufficient to warrant the Herrera to be appointed guardian to feet is to be conveyed to Antonio Marthat
.
a
for
the
in
few
acres of land. Score another
ing grass and
months,L years m
and asked me why operators in arranging for heavier ma- - her minor children,
Asencion tinez Grant by means of ditches, res.
clothing
i
j.
niy
ii
iav iV.aoi,
tl Hi JJ 113, HCiCtVI
Mesilla valley.
VUllCC
I did not get ready for the race. I
15 years and ervoirs, etc., and there used for supof
the
work.
for
of
age
Herrera,
chinery
preparatory
deeper
fore
and
a
orchards
and
will
be
two
barren
farms
But these
desertlike,
for the gun.
told him 1 was
Upon this claim is seen an old slag Demecia Herrera, of the age of 7 plemental irrigation for 50,000 acres
are only two among scores of others. beautiful spot of green with shade He asked me if ready
I was 'going to run
dump,
showing that in the past con- - years; the court after due considera-siderabl- and for generation of power.
time
the
not
had
have
everywhere.
Many others
I told
in those boots,' and when
All persons who may oppose
the
ore was obtained from the tion consideration in the matter order-Sanor the opportunity to "make good"
A Beautiful Spot.
him I was, he called a little 3 year
of the above application must
be
granting
of
Jose
and
and
mines
ed
letters
that
guardianship
neighboring
as Mr. Engler and Mr. Sampson have
Lower down over the hill, towards old fhiId t0 him and said he wanted
at this plant. The San Jose sued to the said Carmen Roibal de file their objections, substantiated by
the entrance to the college grounds t0 carry it over the course. I told
done, but they are coming.
has
been
developed to a depth of about Herrera, and fixed her bond at $200. affidavits (properly backed), with the
New Pear Orchard.
along the farm and orchard proper- him he wouidn't need to do that
250
to
280
two
In the matter of the petition of Jose Territorial Engineer on or before
feet, and has a record of
Last spring Willis and Snyder,
ties an daround the girls' dcrmitory, and jf
didn.t beat hinl 1 would
j
of
D.
..
thousands
men
from
many
Sena, mayor of the city of Santa four weeks from date of last publihaving
Louisiana,
produced
trees
purchased
have been growing for years, eat those boots Well T won
young
these
dollars
worth of good grade copper Fe, for the appointment of Telesforo cation hereof.
a piece of land close to where
as uiese couiu ue migaieu lioin me
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
Pat declares he was. never beaten ore.
two men have' made such a success ditches, but in the past, the grounds
Rivera as administrator of the estate
He
contest
a
in
or
Territorial Engineer.
in
jumping
running
the
pear surrounding the buildings on the highand set out a large acreage
The Ivanhoe Mine Within a mile of William D. Baron, deceased,
trees and erected a handsome, little er ground have been neglected. This has been a wonderful man physically northwest is situated the Ivanhoe court being full advised in the preni-mine- ,
If people with symptoms of kidney
in his day, and even now, at the adhome back off the road a short dis- will be remedied now.
which has produced thousands ises and having fully considered the or bladder trouble could
vanced asre of 90. he shows c.ousider- realize their
of-I- t
file
in
this
on
tance. They have given care to their
and
therein
r
of tons of high grade
No prettier spot can be found any- ore. petition
would
without
loss of
danger
abJe
they
have
vitajity
them
of
cent
trees and 98 per
has the record of having produced nee: It is ordered by the court that time commence
where in this beautiful valley, than
Foley's
taking
Kidney
for a man
and
While
to
hale
issue
do
lived. The trees are now three feet the lower
hearty
administration
of
whenever mined. The last ore bodies letters
grounds of the college, and
This great remedy stops the
high and growing beautifully. Where "Lover's Lane" leading past the agri- of his advanced age, Pat's days of reached are said to have been copper, the said Telesforo Rivera as adminis-a- t Remedy.
pain and the irregularities, strengthelse in the country, the people ask, cultural farm buildings, is a beauty riding the range are over He lost
a depth of some 360 feet, and while trator of the estate of William Baron, ens and builds up these organs and
five
climate
wife
a
about
soil
second
a
his
and
find
ago
can you
years
it was considered deceased, and that the said Telesforo there is no danger of Bright's disease
not of a
spot of which any community would
where 98 per cent of the pear trees ffael Yirnn1 WitTl tYia HoonHfiil flnnr. has no near relations and lives a pay ore. 'high grade,
Rivera give a bond in the sum of $200. or other serious disorder. Do not diswhen sme rie"d
planted over ten acres or more, will er gardens and orchards on either lonely lifeThere being no further business De- - regard the early symptoms. Sold by
From this, about two miles distant,
incidents
recount
to
him
hear
in
live and grow? Score another for the side, it is like an enchanted
drops
court all
spot of
is the famous old Santa Rita Conner fore the court at this time, the
druggists.
west
Mesilla valley.
a fairy story, and soon the whole of of the old days in the
mine, which has produced millions of
Apple orchards, pear orchards, the college grounds will be as beauVICTOR ORTEGA,
The New Mexican Printing comdollars in rich copper ores. This prop orchards, tiful." A fine young orchard is
plum
peach orchards,
Probate Judge.
just
has prepared civil and criminal
pany
was
also
mined by the Spaniards
erty
onion patches, grape vineyards, aspar- now coming into
Attest: GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk of dockets especially for the use of jusmaturity along the
in
Gold
same
the
time
are
at
the
placers
agus patches, potato patches,
beautiful lane.
tices of the peace. They are especialGulch were operated, and the product the Probate Court.
growing successfully yes, mere than
with printed headings, in
ly ruled,
ferwas
to
over
overland
this
the
all
broad,
City
transported
successfully
A pleasing, good, high grade, truly either Spanish or English,
More
is
Much.
Than
Too
made of
Enough
are
Red River, Taos County Theodore of Mexico, where it was utilized for
tile and beautiful valley. They
To maintain health, a mature man and
flavored, amber colored cup of coffee good record paper, strongly and durwho
for
annual
coin.
the
are
the
people
fortunes
doing
Company
making
can be had and without the real Cof- ably bound, with leather back and
are growing them and are making ad- or woman needs just enough food to work on the exploration tunnel consist-Hanover and Fierro The Hanover fee
waste
the
and
supply energy
danger, or damage to health by covers . and canvas sides, hall full
repair
claims wKh ore running and Fierro districts have proved con- q
vertising for the valley that could not and
Kimnlv using Dr. Shoon's new substi- - Index in front and the fees of justices
heat
The
habitual
consumpbody
be bought.
,ead and
stant and large producers of iron and
Coffee." Pure, oV the peace and constables printed
tion of more food than is necessary ThSe
Diversified Farming. on the placers at the copper ores. The principal operators tut called eHeaUh
work
annual
for
cause
is
these
the
malt, nuts, (n full on the first page. The pages
toasled
wholesomei
purposes
cereals,
of
ah
prime
iw
is
example
The Barker ranch
ver- - located
rks f th Red
m me past in mese aisuicis were me
are 10
inches. These books are
what diversified farming will do. "Old of stomach troubles, rheumatism and Theodore Cannard, is being done by Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, the etc make Dr shoop-- Health Coffee
No 20 made up in civil and criminal dockets,
and
healtMul
bath
satisfying.
man Barker," as the valley knows the disorders of the kidneys. If troubled
Hanover-Besseme- r
Iron Ore Associa to 30 minutes tedious boiling. "Made
separate of 32 pages each, or with
man who founded the ranch and who with indigestion, revise your diet, let the annual work on the Reno. B. F. tion, and, more
the Phila- in a minute," says Dr. Shoop. If serv- both civil and criminal bound in one
recently,
is now dead, was a pioneer truck
take a few doses of Chamberlain's Hatcn- - wh0 has run a,2o() foot tu""el delphia Copper Company. The ore, ed as coffee, it's taste will even trick book, 80 pages civil and 320 " pagj
grower of the valley and his sons Stomach Tablets and
mountain and proved the which was of large tonnage, mined by
you will soon lnto Compton
and see. Frank An- criminal. To inLoduce them they are
have continued the work since he
be low grade gold ore the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, an expert. Test it
to
hill
be
all
all
offered at the following prices
sale
For
right
by
again.
drews.
passed away. They grow almost anyrunning $9 to the ton, is seeking to m- was shinned to its smelter at. Pueblo.
Civil or Criminal
$2.75
druggists.
else
will
grow
that
anywhere
thing
j terest
Some of the assays Colo. It is said that substantial cop- ;
capital.
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
evLEGAL
is
what
NOTICE,
and are getting rich that
have yielded as high as $33 in gold per values have been shown, even in
For 45 cents additional for a single
To whom it May Concern:
The New Mexican can uo printing and about
erybody says from the products they
worth of ore are on mining iron ore, in that locality.
or 55 cents additional for a
docket,
to
how
wm
of
testament
and
Las
Miquela
market. They understand
equal to that done in any of the large the dumpi Work hag been resumed on
combination docket, they will be sent
deceased.
Sena,
grow their stuff and how to market it cities.
Our solicitor, every piece of the BJack
Copper which Slispended
Fall colds are quickly cured by
and there is always a demand for it. work we turn out. Try our stock once WOrk
Notice is. hereby given persuant to by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
'
six
ago.
order. Stale
years
accompany
Their land could not be bought for and you will certainly come again. We
and
the
statute
Foley's
Honey
that the probate judge in and full mustwhether
great
Tar,
Ri.rr- - countv One run- runrlH.
or Spanish
English
plainly
Mexan
acre"
throat
$100
today.
and lung remedy. The genu- for the County of Santa Fe, New
have all the facilities for turning out
is wanted.
$600 to $3,500 per ton with ine contains no harmful
printed
heading
ning,from
Sold
November
1st,
Raising Onions.
has
fixed
drugs,
Monday,
ico,
every class of work, including one of a very large gold content, has been
On the old Bailey ranch, wheTe the best binderies in the west.
by all druggists.
1909, at the court room of the probate
of
C. R. Kluger, the jeweler, 1060 Virlevel
on
a
at
uncovered
one,
depth
there is an apple .orchard, that has
court of the County of Santa Fe, New
108 feet and has been cut also in the
Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
ginia
onion
growfew superiors anywhere,
Mexico, for the proving of the last "I was so weak from
LEGAL NOTICE.
It's a pity when sick ones drug the shaft at a depth of 145 feet in the old
kidney trouble
ing was tried this year and with the stomach or stimulate the Heart
of
testament
Sena,
will
and
Miquela
and tj. S. Treasury mine. What seems a . To Whom it May Concern :
I could hardly walk a hundred
that
white
success.
Great
big
greatest
of the city and feet. Four
A Weak continuation of this ore body has been
bottles of Foley's Kidney
Last will and testament of J. P. deceased, a residentNew Mexico.
onions as large as saucer some larg- Kidneys. That is all wrong!
Santa
of
Fe,
county
Stomach
means
weak
50
in
the Victory, deceased.
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
feet
exposed at a depth of
er have been plowed up and are now stomach,
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
m ybackache and the irregularities
nerves, always. And this iJ also true White Eagle shaft, a distance of 200
Notice is hereby given persuant to
being sorted and prepared for the of
Probate Clerk.
weak
and
the
The
Heart
disappeared, and I can now attend to
feet from the point where the high statute that the probate judge in and'
Ki'neys.
market. This is the first attempt at
Dated this 6th day of October, A. D. business every day and recommend
for
are
nerves
out
instead
was
help,
first
for
ore
Mexstruck.
crying
the
New
of
that
but
has
Santa Fe,
it
grade
onion growing,
proved
County
1909.
Foley's Kidney Remedy to all sufferGrant County While there are re- - ico, has left the date open (by re
it is not an experiment. Onions as This explains why Dr. Shoop's Restoras it cured me after the doctors
ers,
minis
ative
Stomach,
ever
made
various
discovered
of
lower
the
that
promptly
helping
as
of
the
fine
newly
quest
any
p0rts
attorney) for the proving
N
Mr F Q Frltz
and other remedies had failed." Sold
El Paso valley famous, are being har- Heart and Kidney ailments. The Re- - eral deposits "lost mines" and some of the last will and testament of J. P. wrltes. My ittle 0nepnta
"
glrl was greatly
all druggists.
vested, and others will be planted next storative reaches out for the actual sensational "finds" in the way of new Victory, deceased, a resident of the benefitted by taking Foley's Orino by
of
cause
ailments
these
the failing districts, the Gold Gulch Central, San- city and county of Santa Fe, New Mex- - r.nvaHve
year; the test has demonstrated with
nH t thtnir it u tho
Engraved cards de visit and wed '
what success onions can be raised and "inside nerves." Anyway test the Re- - ta Rita, Hanover and Fierro mining
for
liver ding Invitations a specialty at the
and
constipation
remedy
48
so
cure
hours. It won't
others will take up the work next storative
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
districts, in Grant county, New Mextrouble." Foley's Orino Laxative is New Mexican Printing office. Any
soon as that, but you will surely know lco, are deserving some attention from
year.
Probate Clerk.
and one sanding in need of such will do
mild, pleasant and effective,
is
that help coming. Sold by Stripling- the "wise and knowling miners."
Agricultural College.
It Dated this 6th day of October, A. D. CUres habitual
Sold
by well to .call at this office and examine
constipation.
Mesilla Park, N. M., Oct. 7. "No, Burrows Co.
,
is said that these districts can boast 1909.
all druggists.
samples, style of work and prices.
RANCHES AND RANCHING
IN THE MESILLA VALLEY.
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elected and after the meeting, LITIGATION IN DISTRICT
park and is prepared to play excelCOURT AT ALBUQUERQUE. lent ball. -- Doc" McCarthy will be on
board of directors is to meet to j
the
PITY W I I W
deck and will do the twirling stunt.
M IIIIIIWIX
J fl choose a president to succeed A. H.
PHONE
At the meeting Superin- Widow of Late W. B. Childers Sues He has been warming up in good
Iirodhead.
NE
artejam m
WflMgJWIIWIIIilfciihy
NO. 92.
for Counsel Fees Verdicts in
style and intends to make it hot for
tendent of Public Instruction J. E.
92.
the Albuquerque
of
Other Cases.
on
will
the
feasibility
Clark
That
aggregation.
speak
Denver, Colo.. Oct. 7 Forehe will succeed is almost certain. A
manual training in the public schools
i
cast for New Mexico: Partly
In the district court at Albuquer- large crowd of local rocters is exM.
at Santa Fe, and Attorney B.
cloudy tonight and Friday, cold- Read on the necessity of law revision. que yesterday, the jury brought in a pected to accompany the team on the
er in north portion tonight
Cool Was the Night The tempera-tun- - verdict for the defendant in the case trip. It will be the last game the lodropped to 35 degrees, three de- of Molini & Eakins vs. Alexander and cal team will play with the exception
Fifteen Club The Fifteen Club will grees above freezing last night, and in Nicholas Friege, a suit on account. of the games at the grand
The jury found for the plaintiff in
meet with Mrs. Arthur Boyle on Fri-dnexposed places there was frost on the
afternoon, October 8, at 3 o'clock. ground, but no damage was done to the case of Dr. D. H. Cams vs. Joseph
Our line of Hart, Schaffner & Marx vegetation.
The maximum tempera- Mitchell, suit on account. The suit
suits is now complete. Come iu and ture yesterday was 02 degrees. Even of Isidro Sandoval vs. Huning & Con- make your first pick for a winter suit. colder weather is predicted tonight in pell at Los Lunas, was dismissed be- JUST RECEIVED
.
NATHAN SALMON, f.l,u
nhe'rn
MONEYS AND METALS.
together with '& settled out of court. The jury
111
av ul iV11&l"e
tstancia will incorporate 1 he (.,U(jv weather today and tomorrow, wab
New York. Oct. 7. Prime paper 4
.
.ln.
W 5; Mexican dollars 43; call
hoard ot county commissioners ot
aj.u,
which prediction seems to be just
money
sum
ul
Ior
u,e
auul
has
the
"""ueu
4
&
county
off
it
petition
granted
Anial. SI
cleared
Atch.
nicely
strong
What's tie matter with Sanr Kraut
dav too late for
Spare Fits
s
anegea to nave Deen aue 122
to permit Estancia to incorporate.
N. Y. C. 139
S. P. 131
this forenoon. Several thunder, hail ney lees,
B.
W.
Childers.
Ketchel-Johnsothe late
U. P. 206; steel 89
Fight Postponed
and rain storms passed over Santa Fe
pfd. 12S
The defense admits a considerable
The Ketchel-Johnsofight has been
New York, Oct. 7 Lead quiet 4.30
was
and
the
precipitation
yesterday
in
the
items
Have Them
charged
4.40; copper weak, standard spot
postponed until October 16, according .44 of an inch, the heaviest for any number of the
account, chiefly concerning legal serv- 12.3012.60; silver 51
to telegraphic advices received this since
in
early
September.
ices performed by Mr. Childers for
afternoon.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Carrizozo Court House Finances
Killed Five Bears Thomas Lyons The board of count commissioners Mr. Hubbell in his personal business.
Chicago, 111.. Oct. 7. Wheat Dec.
The difference which has caused the 101
and hunting party of nine men and
HONE
PHONE
May 103
of Lincoln county met at Lincoln to refusal to
33 dogs, have bagged five bears thus
pay and consequent suit
NO. 92.
NO. 92.
Corn
Oct. 59; Dec 57
for
the
bonds
for
issuing
is. concerned with services performed
far on the Gila reserve and are on arrange of a new
Oats Dec. 38
house at Carri- for the defendant
court
May 41
building
by Mr. Childers in
the track of three more.
Pork May $18.05; Oct. $23.00; Jan.
zozo.
in
cases
po.which
their
had
origin
Noon Arrivals at the Hotels Pal- ' Will Take Census of
$18.25.
Alamogordo
litical matters, most of them resultace John J. Fox, St. Louis ; F. C.
Oct. $12.12
comNov. $U.60?2
of
The Otero county board
county
defendof
removal
from
the
the
Searle, El Paso. Claire Mrs. Charles missioners has employed Ely Martin to ing
11.62
ant from office by Governor Otero in
Des
Nina Williams,
G. Williams.
Ribs Oct.. $11.40; Jan. $9.60.9.02
lake a census of the town. The census 1904. Mr. Childers was chief counsel
la.
Moines,
will be a very thorough one as it will in all of the
Hubbell cases
Large Shipment of Sheep This afWOOL MARKET.
ternoon a large shipment of sheep show the name, aje sex,of citizenship and several of these cases went to the
St.
Oct. 7. Wool firm; terriLouis,
perresidence
of
every
territorial supreme court prior to the
from the ranch of B. F. Pankey passed and length
tory western mediums 2328; fine
census is attorney's death.
This
son
in
Alamogordo.
,
through Santa Fe on the way to par- another step in the effort being made
It is understood that the defense mediums 2224; fine 1319.
ties in Kansas.
LIVE STOCK.
toward incorporation. It will show the will present as Mr. Hubbell's ground
Good Strike in Deadwood Mine A
Kansas City, Oct. 7. Cattle Rein town and for refusing to pay the charges asked,
voters
of
number
qualified
large and rich body of ore has been will thus determine whether the re- that he had an
agreement with Mr. ceipts 9,000, including 1,000 southexposed in the Deadwood mine in the cent
On October 1st our contract with our present baker terminates; after
for
Childers
which
the services in the erns. Market steady to 10 higher. Naincorporaby
petition,
praying
Mogollon district on the third level,
steers $4.508.50;
southern
cases
were
number
to be performed tive
a
sigof
sufficient
had
v.hich date our bakery will be improved to the highest standard of excellence.
political
tion,
300 feet from the surface.
steers
cows
southern
$3.204.75;
a
sum
of
for
The
$1,200.
plainnatures.
lump
and
afforded
Denver
of
the
that
baker
the
have
We
best
services
We court comparison on our Men's
procured
will seek to show that no such $2.504.00; native cows and heifera
tiff
was
Storm
It
Hail
Another
hailing
the best that money would secure.. We are going to give the people of Santa $22.50 and $25.00 suits, for we always
stockers and feeders $3
again this afternoon, the third day in agreement existed and that the serv $2.255.50;
5.25; bulls $2.504.00; calves $3.75
Fe bakery goods that will be equal to anything produced anywhere. We will make trade by it.
at
A cold wave ices performed, if charged for
Fe.
at
Santa
succession
NATHAN SALMON.
8.00;
western steers $3.65(3 6.75 ;
increase in size and greatly improve on quality. All we ask is a chance
customary rates for such services,
Snow in Mountains Mount Baldy is predicted for tonight.
western cows $2.504.50.
sum.
to
a
much
would
amount
Years
in
The
larger
to "show you."
Eight
was gleaming in white today and the j First Hanging
Hogs
Receipts 11,000. Market
the
for eight years in The case will probably occupy
10 lower. Bulk of sales S7.207.65;
rest ot the sangre de unsto range was first legal hanging
court
for
several
days.
in
the
d
far down into the foot Grant county will take place on Fri
and
$7.607.75;
packers
Representing Mrs. Childers are heavy1-1-- 2
county jail yard at Silver City,
2
butchers $7.357.60; light $7.007.60;
hills within a few miles of Santa Fe.
B.
W.
E.
Neill
W.
Frank
Field,
Clancy,
Death of John D. Barncastle John day, October 15, when Santos Ortiz, Dohson, Summers Burkhart and Felix pigs $5.006.50.
D. Barncastle, an old timer in south- who was found guilty of murder in the H Lester. Mr. Hubbell is
Sheep
Market
Receipts 6,000.
representern New Mexico, died at Dona Ana. first degree, at the last term of dis- ed by Owen N. Marron and Francis E. steady. Muttons $4.005.00; lambs
with
will
the
penalty
pay
He was a prominent Mason and came trict court,
$5.507.00; range wethers yearlings
Ccme in and ask about the Ccupcn system which to the Mesilla
his life. The scaffold which will be Wood:
valley in 1862.
$4.005.50; range ewes $3.255.00.
used has been in the possession of
Pleads Guilty to Perjury Charge
low
Chicago, 111., Oct. 7. Cattle Rein
saves ycu 2
addition
to
cent
our
GRAND
JURY
RETURNS
prices.
per
C. F. Grapengater, Santa Fe store- Grant county for many years, and has
4,000; market strong to higher.
ceipts,
SIXTY-SIINDICTMENTS.
Beeves $4.208.80; Texas steers $3.90
keeper at San Marcial, pleaded guilty been used several times. It is at the
to the charge of perjury in the federal present time stored away and will be
5.20; western steers $4.007.00;
The territorial grand jury at Albu
court at Las Cruces before Judge erected in the jail yard near the court
stockers
and feeders $3.205.30; cows
a
session
fifteen
of
after
days
Phone No. 4.
Phone No. 4
Frank W. Parker, in connection with house. A brother ol the condemned querque,
ancl neners sz.zu(gt).ou; calves $7.00)
was
afternoon
yesterday
discharged
enman has been here for some days
Chinese smuggling cases.
after returning 66 indictments and 25,
Big Mine Sale Pending The hold deavoring to comfort and make the
Hogs
Receipts 12,000; market 10
making a voluminous report. Of the
ings of the Ernestine Mining Company last days of Ortiz pass as pleasant as 66
lower.
cents
Light $7.207.85; mixed
were
of
thirteen
parindictments,
including the Last Chance Mine, in possible. The condemned man seems ents who failed to
$7.407.95;
heavy
$7.258.00; rough
the
compulsory
obey
the Mongollon district, Socorro coun- to be reconciled to his fate and is a school law. The
$7.257.65; good choice heavy $7.45
police
Albuquerque
ty, will be acquired shortly by the model prisoner.
force manasement is griddled in the 8.00; pigs $5.756.90; bulk of sales
&
Insurance Agent Arrested On the
Top Development Company recently
.,
$7.608.00.
report:
of twice assaulting Thomas
incorporated.
charge
of
work
in
our
line
adminisGrave
done
to
order
the
n
Every Description
charges against
Santa Fe Pacific to Be Double Marron, of San Marcial, George Bow-entration of the Albuquerque police deSEALED PROPOSALS.
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Tracked The Coast Line of the San
an insurance agent, was twice arSealed proposals will be received by
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
ta Fe system from Albuquerque to rested. For the first offise Bowen was partment are made in a supplementary report presented to Judge Abbott the Board of County Commissioners
Los Angeles is to be double tracked, fined
Send for prices for tanning and lining
by Justice McQuillen and
Jouryesterday afternoon. The charges of Valencia county, New Mexico, at
the
Morning
Albuquerque
says
on the second one he waived a hearing concern
furs and hides for rugs and robes
themselves chiefly with the the office of the probate clerk, Los
within
is
to
sixty and was held under $250 bail. It is
nal and work
begin
manner of assessing and collecting' Lunas, New Mexico, up to 12 o'clock
raw
of
all
for
kinds
furs
days.
Highest prices paid
stated the trouble arose over an elec'
School Teachers Wanted Superin- tric light bill which Marron is said to fines, which is declared to be illegal, noon, the 20th day of October. 1909,
General
onrefiSck0
FRANK F GORMLEY Merchandise
of
the
and
for the construction'of a county court
process
unjust;
tendent Cliton J. Crandall is scouring have presented to Mrs. Bascue, owner arbitrary
SANTA FE, N. M.
the country round about for a teacher of a restaurant. After the hearing assessing costs and the record, or, as house and jail at Los Lunas. Plans
to teach in the Indian Industrial Bowen is said to have attacked Mar- it is alleged, the absence of record and specifications can be seen at the
j office
of the I. H.
M. Rapp Co.,
school. Any one desiring the place ron again and a lively encounter fol- kept in police court eases.
No indictments were returned by Architects, Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
should communicate with him and pre- lowed.
the jury, but it is recommended in, Trinidad, Colorado; also at the office
sent recommendations.
Child Falls Into Ditch and Drowns the supplementary report that the city of
3B
storm
Down
The
Wires
Harry F. Lee, Albuquerque. New
Telegraph
as Mother Looks on Falling headacuuu Mexico. Bids wil be addressed to .T.
uuumju 'suuuiu tdfte luuiit-uiauyesterday afternoon put the wires of foremost into the Juarez
irrigation to correct the system of fines, record M. Luna, probate clerk, 'Las Lunas,
the Postal Telegraph Company be2 year old baby of Mrs. Maria and
accounting complained of, the re- New Mexico.
tween Santa Fe and Cerrillos out of canal,
The right to reject any or all bids is
commission and in consequence, the Sanchez was carried down the ditch port concluding with the statement
reby the current, and drowned. Accord- that the present system in the polica reserved.
Associated
Press
Mexican's
New
D.
MULLIGAN
J.
ing to the report received by the department is "a reproach to the adHIGINIO CHAVEZ, ,
port is considerably curtailed.
Juarez
Made
police the child accompanied its ministration of law."
Tailor
Ladies'
a
want
Chairman
If
Board
of County
you
Given Careful
T7T
mother to the canal when she went to
The jury Was occupied with the pothe Big Store can satisfy you.
suit,
Personal Attention
get some water, and while she was in lice department investigation for two
NATHAN SALMON.
the
act of filling her buckets, the baby of three days. A considerable numat
This
Died
of
morning
Dropsy
RKSIKENCR
RED 130
ber of witnesses were examined, but
NIGHT PHONK RED 188
six o'clock dropsy caused the death fell in.
of Thomas Whalen at the St. Vincent, j Unknown Tramp Killed on Southern it is understood that the jury was not
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY DONE
men rnnninar be- able to connect a sufficient chain of 708 W 6th it. S.W. Cor. 6th, &
hnsnital. The deceased was a native Pacific Railroad
Sts
Xios H.n.g-elos
of Ireland and had reached the age 'tween .El Paso and Lordsburg on the evidence to warrant an indictment
He was single and Southern Pacific, brought the report upon the line on which the charges
of seventy-six- .
First clais family Hi- without relatives. The funeral will to El Paso that an unknown American are based.
. .
i ' . . 1 I Ji I
'
'MO rooms, 25 '
take place tomorrow.
tramp had been killed a short distance
LS"Zc
Pioneer Cattleman Found Dead in west 0f Lordsbur on the main line. TO MEET IN DECISIVE BATTLE.
outside
rooms, best v entilaied
H
as ( Tne man was sai(1 to nave been steal.
Bed Thomas J. Knox, known
t t J vjf ' house In th city: twn
block Iroin Post fliee
On next Sunday the local Salmon
Bragg Knox, a well known pioneer ing his way on one of th fast moving
in very heart of city ;
of Grant county, was found freights and throwu under the wheels, Gray baseball team will
cattleman
i','A
unexcelled
for comfort
Albuto
go
tigs
wholesale: and
n c eZ:
and con v e ti
aeaa in Dea at j.orusuurg uiib ween. hig right leg belng amiJUtated and his querque where they will
sevthe
play
attention
Screened Raton Lump
prompt
and
ton
$4.50
per
came to New Mexico from Geor- - gj.ull crushed.
He
cleanliness
enth
of
our
season.
the
Is
game
So
far
Monero "
5.25 "
motto; hot and cold
each team has won three games so
gia in the early eighties. Deceased
1'iinniDR
water and
Cerrillos
6.00'
was aged fifty years and leaves a SMASHED ELECTRIC GLOBES
sieam heat.
this will practically decide which is
well-to-dbrother, William. He was
RATES 75c day special terms by month.
JUST FOR FUN. the stronger outfit. The local team
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Sawed Wood and Kindling
to door.
Found Dead Near His Cabin Joshas been practicing daily at the ball Washington St, Our direct
M. I, KAKKY, Prop- All Kinds of Steam Coal.
Smithing Coal
For some time, businessmen around
eph Marks, a painter and healthseek-er- ,
was found dead near his cabin at the Plaza and along San Francisco
Silver City on Tuesday of this week. street have been wondering who was 153
When found, Marks had been dead for smashing the electric light globes in
Near A-- , T, & S. F. Depot.
Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue.
several days. A flood coming down illuminated signs. Despite the strictthe arroyo in which he was lying est watch, the culprit was not discovface downward had half buried his ' ered, until Tuesday morning
when
head in the sand. Deceased was forty Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk while
ti
years of age.
walking down San Francisco street at
YOUR ATTENTION
4
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
four o'clock 'in th emorning noticed
AND
Juan Ramirez y Sais walking along
Santa Fe, N. M.. Oct. 6, 1909.
TO OUR DISPLAY OF
m
at
Maximum temperature. 62 degrees, with a cane and taking whacks
CHIMAYO
W
electric
m.
Minimum
a.
8:20
globes,
evidently
light
at
temperature,
just
L)L
for the fun of the thing. Justice of
BLANKETS
K 37 degrees, at midnight. Mean temperature, 50 decrees. Departure from the Peace Jose Maria Garcia did not
normal, minus 4 degrees Relative hu- see the funny side of the escapade and
midity at G a. m., 49 per cent. Relative therefore held the prisoner for the
humidity at 6 p. m., 83 per cent. Rela- grand jury.
tive humidity, average for the day, 66
per cent. Lowest temperature during SANTA FE TEAM
NOVELTIES
fcOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
WINS THREE PRIZES.
,
last night, 35 degrees. Precipitation
for the 24 hours ending at 0 a. m. toV5
Santa Fe is elated over the news reday, 0.44 of an inch. Temperature at
ceived by Fire Chief W. Frank Owen
6 a. m. today, 35 degrees.
Don't forget to visit our Turkish today that the firemen's team from
All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free soavenie'"
Rue
Department and see the best rugs ' Santa Fe won three prizes yesterday
We will shortly have in a full line of
you ever saw in your life, prices very t at the tournament at Carlsbad, Eddy
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
with eleven
county, in competition
cheap.
St
other teams. The Santa Fe boys won
NATHAN SALMON.
Board of Trade Tomorrow Night- - the dry test contest, receiving first
An important meeting of the board of prize of $100; they won the second
Phone B'ack 78
Catron Block..
Proprietor.
trade will be held tomorrow even- - prize in double coupling and in ladder
W
beWat-each
for
at
' olimbing, the second prize
ing at the office of the Santa Fe
301-30- 3
San Francisco
Santa Fe, N, M,
er and Light Company office. A di- - ing $25. That makes $150 on the first
if
rector in place of A. H. Brodhead is day. Today took place the big race.
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F. Andrews,
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TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

FURRIER

,

$9-1-
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Undertaker and Embalmer
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HOTEL ACACIA
--

.V

COAL AND WOOD
retail

-

t,f.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

WE CORDIALLY INVITE

NAVAJO

0

t

L

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
FOR FIVE CENTS

Fall Models, Pattern and Tailored Hats
In Belts, Collars and
Handkerchiefs etc.

a Moda Millinery

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J.

S. CANDELARIO

Street,

